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I. INTRODUCTION

1. At its thirty-eighth session "the Commission on Jluman Rights, on 10 March 1982,
adopted, by _19 votes to 13? with 10 abstentions, resolution 1902/26 on the
situation of human rights and fundamental freedoms in Poland, as follows?

The Commission on Human Rights,

Recalling the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations and in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rightss /

Conscious of its responsibility to promote and guarantee the maintenance of
those principles and to ensure respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for
all,

Reiterating that all Member States have an obligation to protect human rights
and fundamental freedoms and xo carry out the obligations they have undertaken under
the various international instruments in the field of human rights,

Determined to remain vigilant with regard to violations of human rights wherever
they occur,

Aware of the fact that recent events in Poland have given rise to considerable
humanitarian problems,

1. Expresses deep concern at the continued reports of widespread violations
of human rights and fundamental freedoms in Poland, including the arbitrary arrest
and detention of thousands of persons, denial of the right to freedom of expression
o.nd the right of peaceful assembly, suspension of the right to form and join
independent trade unions, and at the imposition of severe punishment on persons
accused of violating martial lav;;

2« Affirms the right of the Polish people to pursue its political, economic,
social and cultural development, free from outside interference;

3* Notes that the Polish Authorities have stated their intention to terminate
the restrictive measures imposed on the exercise of human rights and fundamental
freedoms;

4. Expresses the hope that this stated intention will be realized in the very
near future, particularly in relation to the release of all persons detained without
charge, the review of severe prison sentences imposed in the context of the state of
martial law in Poland, and the lifting of restrictions on the free flow of information;

5» Emphasizes the importance of ths activities of the international ancl
national humanitarian organizations operating in Poland;

6. Decides to request the Secretary-General or a person designated by him to
undertake a thorough study of the human rights situation in Poland, based on such
information as he may deem relevant, including comments and materials the Government
of Poland may wish to provide, and to present a comprehensive.report to the
Commission at its thirty-ninth session;

7. Requests the Government of Poland to extend its co-operation to the
Secretary-General or the person designated by him',

8« Decides further to maintain the situation of human rights and fundamental
freedoms in Poland under review as a matter of priority at its thirty-ninth session
on the basis of the report of the Secretary-General or the person designated by him.
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2. At its first regular session of 1982, the Economic and Social Council, on
7 May 1982, by decision 1982/l33» "by 21 votes to 14 with 15 abstentions, approved
the Commission's decision to request the Secretary-General or a person designated by
him to undertake a thorough study of thp human rights situation in Poland,

3. Following the adoption of resolution 1982/26 chs representative of Poland to the
Commission stated that his government "was forced to consider the resolution as
•unlawful, null and void, politically harmful and morally hypocritical", since it
allegedly constituted a violation of Article 2, paragraph 7? of the Charter,
Article /] of the International Covenant ^n Civil and Political Rights, and the
Economic and Social Council resolutions which established the terus of reference of
the Commission. He added that his government declared its refusal to co-operate in
the implementation of the resolution, which, having been imposed on the Commission,
constituted flagrant interference in the internal affairs of an independent

State Member of the United Nations. In Poland, he said, there were and would be
no mass and gross violations of human rights, which alone- could justify
consideration by the Commission. The introduction of martial lav; had been
motivated by the supreme national interest and the need to avert a civil war,
economic anarohy and disruption of the State structure. Martial lav; introduced
temporary limitations on some of the rights of citizens in full accordance with the
requirements of article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, to which Poland was a party. None of the measures derogating from the
obligations under the Covenant involved discrimination on the grounds of race,
colour, sex, language, religion or social origin. The measures Introduced by the
Polish Government were therefore not inconsistent with its international obligations
and the resolution had no justification, l/

4. The Secretary-General followed the situation of human rights in Poland as
required by the resolution and on 21 December 1982 the Secretary-General announced
that he had designated Under-Secretary-General Hugo Gobbi to continue to follow
the situation in Poland on his behalf.

5. On 3 January 1983 I therefore addressed a letter to the Permanent Representative
of Poland as follows;

"I have the honour to refer to the contacts which have taken place
between the Secretary-General of the United Nations and the Polish
Government concerning matters of common concern, including developments in
the situation in Poland, and to the Secretary-General's announcement of
21 December 1982 designating me to follow the situation in Poland on
his behalf.

I should like to assure Your Excellency's Government that I shall
naturally carry out the tasks entrusted to me by the Secretary-General
in the most impartial and objective manner and, to this end, I look
forward to receiving the co-operation of Your Excellency's Government.

In order to discharge my responsibilities, it would of course be
most important to establish direct contact with the Polish authorities.
In this connection, as the Secretary-General has already indicated to
you, I would wish, with the co-operation ot Your Excellency's Government,

1/ E/CN.4/1982/SR.58 pp. 10-11.
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bo visit Pol-anc as soon ar possible ana would Idee to suggest that such
a visit take place during tho Lit'cor ha] f of January. I would therefore
be most grateful if Your Excellency could utilize his good offices in
facilitating arrangements foz CJC1- a ^isat. T would hepe tc discuss
the modalities of my visit and matters pertaining tr its itinerary
either with YOUJ Ŷ .e"1"7 n^y c r- •, -'t > r^Tcaori? t-ves .•£ the Permanent
Mission of Poland in Geneva where 7 rhc.il niay* from 6 to 12 January 1903."

6. On 6 January the pni-nuneot ILeprescn Lative ol Poland replied as follows?

''In connection with yoox letter cf /I January 1983? 1 &&• instructed
to convey to your Excellency the foilOVJings

The Government of Poland has always greatly appreciated and valued
highly all contacts with the Secretary-General of the United Nations
concerning matters of common interest. These contacts have also
included, as Poland's gesture of good will, authoritative; regular and
updated information i'cr the becretary-General regarding current
developments in Poland- At no time, however, they iirere meant to pertain
to the designation of his representative 'to follow the situation in
Poland on his behalf , On 10 Iiarch 1982, the Commission on Human Sights
passed an anti—Polish resolution which constituted open interference in
the internal affairs of Poland. The resolution, supported by less than
half of the Commission1s membership, was rejected by .he Government of
Poland as 'illegal, null and void, politically harmful and morally
hypocritical1. It is also on the Commission's record that Poland would
not in any way participate in its implementation. This position is as
valid today as it was ten months ago. Poland is party to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The procedures
contained in its provisions, notably those in article 4? have been
strictly adhered to by the Government of Poland. Consequently, on
29 January 1982, it informed the other States parties to the Covenant,
through the intermediary cf the Secretary-General, of temporary
derogation from certain provisions1 of the Covenant and the 1-easons thereto,
and subsequently, on 22 December 1^82, of the termination of such
derogation from some Covenant provisions or further considerable moderation
in the application of remaining restrictions. In view of the foregoing,
the Government of Poland upholus its long-standing position on questions
raised in Your Excellency's letter of At January 1933-"

7. In these circumstances, I considered that the visit referred to in my letter
of 3 January 1983 could not be undertaken at the suggested dates.

8. In interpreting my mandate I noted, that the situation in Poland, which the
Secretary-General reouesfced me to follow is the one referred to in the resolution
following the issuance on 13 December 1981 of the ''Decree concerning Martial Law"
CDZ.U. MO. 29).

9. Chapter II of this report contains communications received from the Government
of Poland formulated pursuant to article A of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and action taken in that connection. Chapter III contains
a number of descriptions of the main events occurring in Poland during the period
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starting with the declaration of martial law. 2/ Chapter IV contains an account
of the principal allegations of violations of human rights formulated in
communications reaching me from non-governmental and other sources. Chapter V
sets out the main conclusions.

10. For the preparation of the present report I had before ne reports prepared
"by a number of organizations, including; The International Labour Office (ILO),
the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), the International Confederation
of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) and the World Confederation of Labour (WCL)»

I also had before me publications entitled "Documents and Materials"?
published by the Department of Press, Cultural and Scientific Co-operation of the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Polish Government, containing official
statements, texts of laws and decrees, etc., as veil as other documents published
by the Polish Interpress Agency.

I further had before me documentation made available by the Department of
State and the Department of Labour of the Government of the United States.

Material and information submitted to me by other sources are specifically
mentioned in the relevant paragraphs.

2/ In this chapter we mainly followed, for reason of accessibility, Western
news media or Polish press sources as reproduced in this media.
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II. COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED FROM THE GOVERNMENT OF POLAND PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 4 OF
THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS AND ACTION TAKEN IN
THAT CONNECTION

11. On 1 February 1982 the Permanent Representative of Poland to the United Nations
addressed the following c ommunication to the Secretary-General;

"Further to the information I conveyed to your Excellency's predecessor,
Dr. Kurt Waldheirn, on 14 December 198I, and pursuant to article 4 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, I have the honour to
communicate that in connection vith the proclamation of martial law by the
Council of State of the Polish People's Republic, as based on article 33,
paragraph 2, of Poland's Constitution, there- has been a temporary derogation
from or limitation of application of provisions of artic7.es $, 12'(paragraphs 1
and 2), 14 (paragraph y), 19 (paragraph 2), 21 end 22 of the Covenant, to the
extent strictly required by the exigencies of the situation. The decree of the
Council of State on martial lav and other decrees thereto of 12 December 1981,
which had given rise to the foregoing derogation from or limitation of the
provisions of the Covenant, were approved by the Diet (Seym) of the
Polish People's Republic, or 25 January 1982, in its law on special legal
regulation at the time of martial law.

Temporary limitation of certain rights of citizens has been prompted by
the supreme national interest. It was caused by the exigencies of averting a
civil war, economic anarchy as well as destabilization of State and social
structures. The purpose of the measures thus Introduced has been to reverse an
exceptionally serious public emergency threatening the life of the nation and
to create conditions for an effective protection of Poland's sovereignty and
independence.

It should be noted that the said limitations are being accompanied by
efforts at creating conditions for stabilization, vith a view to promoting
national accord and the continuation of a process of national and social renewal
and economic reconstruction. The same purposes are served by parallelly adopted
decree on pardoning and consigning to oblivion certain crimes and offences
committed in social conflicts out of political motivations, prior to
13 December 1981.

The restrictive measures in question are of a temporary nature. They have
already been considerably cut back and along with the stabilizing of the
situation, will be successively terminate&."

12. On 16 February 1982 the Secretary-General, acting in his capacity as depository
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, transmitted the above-
mentioned communication to all States Members of the United. Nations,

13. At its fifteenth session, held from 22 Ilarch to 9 April 1902, the Human Rights
Committee was also informed of the above-nentioned communication. J/

_3_/ See document A/37/40. The relevant paragraph 37 reads as follows; "The
Committee was also informed that, after orally notifying xhe Secretary-General of the
imposition of martial law in Poland, the Government of that country had submitted a
formal notification in accordance vith article 4 of the Covenant on 29 January 1982".
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14. On 21 December 1982 the Permanent Representative of Poland to the United Nations
addressed a letter to the United Nations Secretary-General, as follows;

'deferring to the letter of the Permanent Representative of the Polish
People's Republic to the United Nations of 29 January 1982, in which pursuant
to article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, he
informed of a temporary derogation fron or limitation of application of certain
provisions of the said Covenant, 1 have the honour to communicate that basing
on the law by the Diet (Seym) of the Polish People's Republic of 18 December 1982
concerning specie,! legal regulation in the time of suspension of martial law,
derogation from Covenant's articles 9j 12 paragraphs 1 and 2, articles 21 and 22,
has been terminated as of 31 December 1982.

By terms of the same law as well as a result of earlier successive measures,
restrictions in the application of Covenant provisions which are still derogated
from, namely article 14 paragraph 5 s.nd. article 19 paragraph 2, have also been
considerably reduced.

For instance, with reference to Covenant's article 14 paragraph 5S emergency
procedures have been lifted in relation to crimes and offences committed in social
conflicts out of political motivations, they hava only been retained with regard
to crimes most dangerous to State's basic economic interests as well as to life,
health and property of its citizens.

The foregoing important decisions as well as earlier measures to ease
restrictions in the exercise of civil rights, introduced along with the
stabilization of the situation, serve to confirm the consistent implementation
of the pledge that the derogations concerned would not be in force a moment
longer than required by the supreme nations1 interest and the purpose of their
introduction, namely to reverse an exceptionally serious public emergency
threatening the life of the nation.

The decisions in question result from the continuous process of
stabilization in Poland, intensive efforts towards national accord, economic
reconstruction and revitalization as well as the consistent implementation of
the policy of reforms and social renewal.'"

This communication was acc.ompa.nied by an aide-memoire the full text of which is
reproduced in Annex No. V of the present report.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MAIN EVENTS OCCURRING IN POLAND DURING THE PERIOD
STARTING WITH THE DECLARATION OF MARTTHL LAY

15. On 15 December 198l the State Council of the Polish People's Republic announced
a Decree on Martial Law, (dated 12 December 1981). 4/

16. According to several reports, immediately prior to-tha proclamation of martial
law Polish security forces interned members of NSZZ Solidarnosc's National Commission,
then meeting at Gdansk, as well as other members, officials, advisers and supporters
of that trade union throughout the country. The Chairman of the National Committee
of Solidarriosc, Lech Walesa, was reportedly placed under house arrest. The trade
union itsslf, as well as other independent trade unions and student organizations
and the Polish Journalists' Association were reportedly suspended. 57 According to
Polish sources preventive internment was also applied to several dozen former Polish officials
responsible for the origins of the crisis in iht 1970'b. Upon the imposition of martial
law widespread protest was reported in the country. 6/ Demonstrations and factory
occupations were reported in towns in various areas of the country, as well as in
mines in the Silesia area. In clashes between striking miners and security forces
which occurred at the Wujek colliery seven people were reportedly killed and 41 members
of the security forces and 39 civilians were injured. Clashes were also reported in
Gdansk where one person was reportedly killed and over 3°° people wounded. ]_/
Concerning the events which occurred at the YJujek mint; in December 1981 the Government
of Poland reportedly stated that the security forces had opened fire at the strikers
in self defence, after having fired warning shots. "As a result six miners fell, two
of whom died of their wounds. Twenty-three miners were wounded, one seriously.
Forty--one of the troops were seriously injured and thus suffered permanent damage to •
their health". 8/

17. Towards the end of December 1981 there were reports of easing of some restrictions
regarding travel, lifting of curfew, reopening of some schools and release of some
detainees. 9/ There were also reports at fch^ same time of over 80 people who had been
arrested, and some reportedly charged and convicted, for having attempted to organize
strikes or distribute leaflets protesting against martial law. 10/ The Government
spokesman, Jerzy Urban, reportedly stated that 5,050 persons had been interned since
13 December 1981 but that 580 had already been released.

18. During the first weeks of 1982 differing figures were reported as regards the
number of people interned, arrested, sentenced or released. Thus, on 21 January 1982
it was officially announced that more than 150 Solidarity activists had been imprisoned
for organizing strikes. 11/ On 15 February the Procurator General's Office announced

47 See Annex No. I.

5/ Amnesty International Ind^x: EUR 37/13/82.

6/ Ibid.

77 Ibid.

8/ GB.221/6/19 (document issued by the Governing Body of the ILO), para. 5Kc) p.9.

9/ Internat ional Herald Tribune. 23 and 24-25 December 1981.

10/ Internat ional Herald Tribune. 28, 29 and 30 December 1981.

11/ Amnesty Internat ional Ind^x: EUP 37/13/82.
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that summary investigations had been instituted against 9̂ 4 people accused of offences
against martial law. V2J On 23 February the official Polish news agency, PAP, reported
that civil courts had tried 297 people under summary proceedings for violation of
martial l&w regulations. On 9 Marcn the head of the Investigations Department of
the Ministry of tne Interior reportedly stated that a total of 1,105 people had been
detained between 13 December 1981 and 1 March 1982 on charges of organizing strikes,
circulating anti-state leaflets or other breaches of martial law regulations. 13/
Civil and military courts had reportedly convicted 486 people of organizing strikes
or committing similar offences. 14/ On 26 March the Justice Minister, Sylwester
Zawadski, reportedly said in an interview to the Communist Party daily Trybuna Ludu
that 396 people had b^en indicted and 275 people convicted by civil courts under
summary proceedings for continuing trade union activities or heading protestations.
(According to a news agency report the ministry spokesman said th« 275 convictions
did not include what was believed to be a similar number of people who had been
sentenced by military courts). With regard to the number of interned people, official
figures indicated that it was 6,309 on 25 January 1982. 15/

19. In the first weeks of 1982 censorship of foreign correspondents was lifted,
telephone communications within cities were restored, some universities were reopened
and overseas flights by LOT national airline were partially assumed. 16/

20. Towards the end of April 1982 the Polish authorities reportedly announced the
release of some 1,000 internees as well as the lifting of the curfew and the restoration
of inter-urban telephone communications. 17/

21. During the first fortnight of May 1982 demonstrations and civil disturbances,
strikes and other manifestations were reported in several major Polish towns and
numerous injuries and arrests were reported. The Military Council reportedly imposed
the curfew and other restrictions in the affected areas. 18/ The official news agency
PAP later reported that 164 people had been sentenced to more than three years'
imprisonment for assaults on riot police or soldiers. It was also reported that
during the period 1=14 May 1982 a total of 3,159 persons had been arrested and
211 others interned. 19/

22. Towards the end of May 1982 a Polish Government spokesman reportedly confirmed
the transfer of Lech Walesa to a government hunting lodge located in the south-eastern
province of Bieszczady. 20/

12/ Ibid.

13/ Ibid.

14/ Ibid.

15/ Amnesty International Index: EUR 37/13/82.

16/ International Herald Tribune, 11 January 1982.

17/ Le Monde, 30 April 1982.

18/ International Herald Tribune, 4»5 May 1982.

\3J Le Monde, 22 May 1982.

20/ Lo Monde, 28 May 1982.
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23- In June 1982 syv ral hundred internets were rt.port<=Gly r^l-as^d. Thoro was also
reports of clashas botw«-cn demonstrators and security forces m various towns. According
to reports 23G p^oplo were arrested and 2) numbers of tn; security forces wore wounded,
6 of chtm seriously, following demonstrations on Sunday, 13 Jun^ 1932, in Wroclaw and
Krakow. 21/ Towards th~ .nd of Jun^ 1982 ov-r 200 persons werj r«oort_dly arrested in
Wroclaw. 22/

24. In an address to tha S_jra on 21 July 1982, Prim. Minister "'ojeiech Jaruzelski
reportedly announced that martial law might b^ susoended before the -nd of the year
if the situation in tho country improved, and that if martial law Wore suspended, it
would be necessary to safeguard stac and national interests by giving the government
special powers. 23/ A government spokesman lao;r report-d that 913 internees, including
all women internets, would b> r^l^as'-d and that 314 othars would bw 'granted leave".
Six hundred and thirty Sv-v^n others, reportedly including many of Solidarnosc's leaders
and officiala, would rarnain interned. 2AJ

25. Demonstrations reportedly took plac^ in various Polish towns in August and the
beginning of September 1902. On 31 August 19G2 thnv were reports of widespread
demonstrations agaxnsfc martial law. According to a subsequent statomont of thd
Polioh Minister of the Interior some 66 towns in 34 of Poland "s p>x>ances were allegedly
affectod. Fivv3 people wvirc officially reported to have b-asn killud in clash, fa with
the police. Thd deaths tvporwdly occurred in the towns of Gdanr--'c, Uroclaw and Lubin.
Th. Polish authorities w,,re lat«r reported to havu stated that ch^ nurabji- of people
arr^stod in th 5 disturbances \jas 5,131. Of th-,do, 1,051 Weiv. r^porUdly .vlj
2,821 wcrt finyd, 520 re-intirned and 263 s^ntonc^d co prison tjrms. 2_5/

26. At the beginning of S'Spt«mbur 1982 it was officially announced that four
of tha disbanded KOR movdraant {\he Committee for che D.fenco of Uork^rs) had boon
formally arrwst-^d and wsru bting investigated on charges of taking proparacions for
the violent overthrow of rh^ Polish socio-political system , u n d ^ articles 123 and
128 (1) of the Polish Criminal Codo. 26/ The T<0R leaders ve/^ VPZC t;d. j nelc
responsible for organizing the denonstration on j A U J U S L -«ferred to in tn^ preceding
paragrapn-

27. At thi baginning of October 1982 it wi.s reported that 0 Solidarnosc underground
leader, Wladyslaw Ft'asyniuk, was arrested. It was subsequently risported that ha was
ssnt^nccd to six years' imprisonment and four years' deprivation of civil rights. 27/
It was also reported that four rnembe-rs of thd KPN (tho Confederation for en Independent
Poland) v;ho had bean on trial since July 1982, wer-j convicted and sentenced to prison
terms ranging from two to sev^n years. 28/

21/ Lo Monde, 16 Juno 1962.

22_/ -'Chronology of the Polish crisis" p. 17-

23/ Amnesty International Indexes: EUR 37/22/82 and EUR 37/34/82.

£4/ A"1,?.-.?zvn. ̂ -^r^tional^Ind-x: EUR 37/22/82.

25_/ Amnesty International Index: EUR J7/34/82.

26/ Ibid.

27/ Internpjiorial _Horaid Trj.bune, 6 October 1902, Tirn^s, 6 October 1982 and
25 November™19u2.

23/ Amnesty Int-.-natioxul Ind.-x: EUP 37/3^/3?.
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28. On 8 October 1982 the Polish Sejm adopted a lav; on trade unions. 2_9_/ Following
the adoption of the new law strikes and clashes with the militia were reported in the
city of Gdansk. One hundred and forty eight people were reportedly arrested, the
Gdansk shipyard M I S put under military control and 500 workers wore reportedly
dismissed for taking part in the strikes. In protest action which spread to other
towns a young worker was reportedly shot dead by riot police in Krakow. 3C)/ According
to Polish press source?. Prime Minister Jaruzelski paid a visit to th« family of the
deceased and expressed his deepest sympathy.

29. In mid-November it was reoart^d that Lech Walesa was released and that he arrived
at his home in Gdansk.

30. Towards thj end of November 19o2 the release was officially announced of 32?
internees. According to the Polish press agency the internees were freed because
of "the progressing stabilization'' and the improvement of public order and security
in the country11. 31/

31. On 12 December 1982 Prime Minister Uojci-ch Jaruzelski announced the suspension
of martial law from 31 December 1982, 32/ ''entailing complete lifting of internment,
far reaching limitations of emergency procedures and the competence of military courts
with respect to civilians, lifting freedom of movement ...". 33/

32. On 13 December 1982 the Sey^ adopted a lau on the susp,nsion of martial law. 34/
Under this law the Council of States was given the auchority to suspend, and to
r.introduce martial law, if necce&ary, in any part of the country.

33- Towards the end of December 1982 the releas", w?s reported of all remaining
internets h-ld und^r martial lav;, \nd ill th~ intv rnment campb bad reportedly been
closed. Seven persons who wur- advis3i'£.' of NSZZ Soliderncjc, who hr.cl previously been
interned, were reportedly arrest-d on the order of th_ chief military prosecutor "in
connection with ongoing penel proceedings''. 35/ According tc Polish press sources
former members of the government and political leadership were also releaoud. In
êlation to sore of frijji proceeding na«5 started befo u tn ir̂ ouna- of State, established by Parlianent

34. Early in January I9G3 it wac r ported that the n^w trid^ ur.Jlons v;hich had been
authorized und^r the bill p-ssvd by tne Sejm on G October 1?S2 camu into existence on
5 January 1983. Th_. Polish new_, r-ĝ ncy PAP was reported as saying that the new unions
were being graced in nany cnti_rprit>_3 w*.th a ''mood of r-,^rv^". %_/ According to
recent statements from official sources the number of wckers pnrcicipating in the new
unions ia increasing.

See Annex tfo. I I .

12. Amnesty Internat ional Index: liUR 37/34/82.

31/ Internat ional Herald Tribu•',,., 30 November

32/ Text of statement reproduced in Anne>. No. I I I -

33/ "Pro Memoria'1 of the Polish Government, of 22 Ducernb^r 1932, See Annex No. V.

54/ Sou Annex Ho. iv .

35/ Internat ional Herald Tribune, 24-25 December 1982.

36/ Internat ional Herald t r ibune, '< January 1983-
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35* The Government Spokesman, Jerzy Urban, was reported as stating on 4 January 1983
that about 1,500 people remained in Polish prisons for political reasons and that
about 500 of them were detained pending completion of investigations or wore waiting
trial. 37./ According to Polish press sources chj courts and the Council of States
are now in the process of considering the cases in which pardon should b^ granted.

37/ International Herald Tribune, 5 January 1983-
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IM ALLEGATIONS CONTAINED IN THE INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM
NON-GOVERNMENTAL AND OTHER SOURCES

A. Conditions of internment

36. According to Amnesty International many internees were held in harsn cold and
overcrowded conditions Tne sane source says that on -) January 1^82 the army
newspaper Zolnierz I'olnosci iuoted an interview with the regional chief of Wroclaw who
(referring"to some y20 people locally ^nterned > confirmed reports of internees being
kept in a prison courtyard poorly clothed in sub zero temperatures jo_l

37. The same source also published a statement by internees in Bialoleka, near
Warsaw, alleging, inter alia, very poor detention conditions; overcrowding;
prohibition from holding daily collective prayer ana unsanitary conditions
contributing to the spreading of epidemic Influenza and otner diseases. 39/

3o\ The World Confederation of Labour, in its conplaints against tne Government of
Poland, also alleged that conditions of internment and detention in the prisons and
camps were deplorable and that prisoners were ill treated oy the security forces. 40/

39. The Co-ordination Office Abroad of M3ZZ Solidarnosc alleged that sick internees
had not been given adequate medicaJ treatment. JM-J same source also made allegations
regarding the sanitary conditions and the overcrowding in cells as wall as tne
quality of food <\U

B. Treatment of Detainees

40 Amnesty International alleged that ill treatment of internees had taKen place
at the following camos:

On 13 February 19&2 at 'Jierzchowo Pomors/:::e

On 25 March 1932 at Ilawa

On 23 July 14o2 at Gaansk prison

On 14 August 1982 at Kwidzyn, south of udansk. 4j7

41. The Co-ordinating Office Abroad of .'SZZ Solidsmosc also alleged tnat
ill-treatment of internees had taken place at tne following camps.

On 10 January 1982 at the Zaieze cam:;

On 13 March 1^62 at tne wirzcho\;o carap

On 21 tferch 19^2 at tne Ilawa camp

On 23 March 19o2 at the /Jlodawa camp ,

In April 1932 at the uebarz&wo caup,

in April and June 19&2 at the Fordon prison for women.

38/ Apmesty International Index, SUIl jl/Oj'SZ

59/ Ioid.

40/ GD,219/6/17 '.document issued by the Governing i3ouy of the ILO; pp.133-13A

4_1/ The Co-ordinating Office Abroad of MSZZ Soiidarnosc: "La Repression en
Pologne depuis lo 13 '^ceabre 1931' op,10 12.

42/ Amnesty International Index- ^JP J7/J4/82
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On 18 Î ay 1982 a t the IIf ra campi

On 23 July 1982 at the Cdeasli prison?

On 14 August 1982 at the Kwidzyn CcOip.

42o The same source also alleged that internees had been subjected to various
foms of •pczrcYolo™* cr1 pre<3~u"5. AA,/

43- The World CorL>derction of Labour alleged bruta l treatment of s t r ik ing
students a.nd teachers a t the Wroclaw University and Polytechnical School. 45/

44« The Cor^nittee in Support o? Sol idar i ty presented detai led information a l leging
ill—treatment in rrujicrouc c t o s including the death of a number of persons as a
resu l t of the beating. 46/

C, In/torn; iejrfc£I2iL ^TZffi

45' Most o^ the comnunicat' oni ""fbiiitted to me rpferred to persons who had been
interned or arrested on specific charges, tried and sentenced. Most of these
communications also attached iisus o'. persons who were allegedly interned or
arrested.

46• Regarding tho number of fersons who were interned or arrested in Poland since
13 December 1981, thj Polish Deputy Minister of the Interior, General Staohura,
speaking on 9 Deconber 1932 b<~ Toro a commission of the Polish parliament, stated
that ~$,G~L(-> persons had been arrcjt^d for polit ical reasons under martial law, and
that 2,822 of them had appeared before courts. As to the number of internees,
General Stachura said that J0,131 parsons had, at one time or another, been held in
internment canps bui* ^h?! onlj 317 persons were s t i l l held in such on
3 December 1932= _/T/

t^. On 23 December 1932 the xopiC is&uod a memorandum which stated, inter alia,
the following;

"Or £3 Da-omber l<31, Lie ICRC, with the consent of the Polish
authorities, o^er"°d a rlcle^-bion in Waisaw.

0" 21 January 1932- the ICRC obtained authorization to visi t a l l
in ternes under mar-ial Is r. On th?t very day, ICRC delegates started
systematicclly visiting 2ft places ^f internment and in the course of
repeated / Is i t s , sa 7 'S35^ interned persons. These visi ts took place
In a manner cor>ai ̂ l°n+ ->'v "CÊ  sta^fl^rfl procedure, that is to say on the
condiiion t b ^ n ĥ̂ y voi n d be repeated, that a l l places of internment
would be inopectodj tha+ / c delegates would interview internees of their
choi CP iii p 1 \va t z'' o _48/

4,3/ -'ho Coord!n^tir,<? G?f >̂ o Abroad of the BTSZZ Solidarnosc, op .c i t . pp. 12-14•

A*J The Coordinating 0nIIce Abroad of NSZZ Solidarnosc, op. c i t . p^ . 15-20.

£ 5 / G3 219/5/17 op_._cjj . p . I7)'.

A?/ ii2itJi5.t:.(L-1-il_GiilPP.r t of Sol idar i ty Reports, issue No. 5s 22 July 1982
and ''The v i c t i r a of wr>r' , 11 act̂  ibor l'982,

flj l'XJ?°V-Si!i l l Djce,ab^- J982-
Me^oivndira suveo. by ô e ICRC on. 21 December 1982.
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48. The same ICRC memorandum also stated!

"In May 1982, the ICEC formally asked the Polish authorities for
access to persons arrestec (on remsnd or convicted) for breaches of
the provisions of martial law1'.

The ICRC also stated that discussions were still going on with
the Polish a thorities on this subject. _49_/

49. According to a report prepared "by the "Committee of Jurists for the respect
for human rights in Poland", the international Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights of I966 which Poland ratified on 13 March 1977? permits, under exceptional
circumstances, derogations from the rights which it guarantees? nevertheless,
it does not give States the liberty to whatever they wish, and imposes on them
a certain number of limit.-tions and obligations, specified in article A. It is
therefore the duty, inter alia, of States that have taken derogatory mea sures not to take
any measures that are "inconsistent with theii obligations under international law".
The State of Poland therefore remains fully bound, independently of the circumstances,
by its other international obligations, and in particular the ILO Conventions Nos. 87?
98, 105 and I55, which do not provide for any ncssibility of derogation. 50/

50. With regard to arrests, Amnesty International alleged that people had been
arrested and charged as 0 result of the non-violent exercise of basic human rights,
including freedom of speech and association. Amnesty International observed
that under martial law, these people were denied the right to appeal and, in
some cases, they were denied the right to have defense counsel. _^l/

D. The Right to Freedom of Association

51. Host of the allegations concerning the right to freedom of association have
been dealt with by the International Labour Organisation (see documents GB.219/6/17>
GB.220/8/18 and GB.221/6/19 and issued by the Governing Body of the ILO). The
Committee on freedom of Association,, set up by the Governing Body at its
one hundred and seventeenth session- met on 8, 9 -"'̂d 12 November 1982 to hear the
complaints of alleged infringements of_tradc- unions rights in Poland, presented by the
International Confederation of ^ree Tra.de Onions and the World Confederation of
Labour and n complaint c^icucnxn<ztt.£ zll^.d ran -oDssî -anoe t-y Poland of the Freedom of
Association and Protection of the Right to Organize Convention, 194"1 (No. 37) and
the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)1 made
by workers' delegates to the sixty-eighth (1932)session of the International
Labour Conference.

The Committee's conclusions are part of document GB.22l/6/l9 of the
two hundred and twenty-first session, 16-19 November 1982, paragraphs 7? "° 98.

Some of the communications submitted to me also contained similar allegations.

The Governing B'<dy of ^he ILO is scheduled to convene from 1-4 March 19^3
•to continue .the examination of the issues before it.

Therefore, at this s+age, The consideration of the subject is expected to be
completed by the ILO.

42/ Ibid.

50/ "Les Obligations Internationales de la Pologne en Ma tiere de Droits de
1'Homme", (published in Paris on 1 February 1982 by "The Committee of Jurists for
the Respect of Human Rights in Poland".

Amnesty International Index; M R 37/13/82.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

52. The Commission on Human Rights requested the Secretary-General or a person
designated Try- him to undertake e thorough study and to present a comprehensive
report to the Commission. The Secretary-General designated me to follow the
situation in Poland on his behalf.

In view of the fact that I did not have the possibility to visit .Poland and,
in particular, that I thus was not in a position to verify the allegations
contained in Chapter IV, I had no other choice than to limit my analysis of the
situation to jhe normative aspects of the question relating to the application of
the relevant irternational instruments ratified "by Poland. Accordingly, the
report -presented to the Commission on Human Rights had to be limited to the above-
mentioned aspects.

53. From the normative point of view, there are two different types of problems
dealt with under the generic subject of human rights. Firstly;, those problems
covered by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 1966, ratified
by Poland on 18 March 1977- Secondly, those problems relating specifically to
the freedom of association, 3? provided for in Articles 22 and 8, of the above-
mentioned International Covenant, respectively, and in relevant ILO Conventions
also ratified by Poland.

54- The Government of Poland introduced martial law on 13 December 1961.
Parliament appi-ovpd the law on 25 January 1932, based on article 33 of ^ e

Polish Constitution end on article 4 of the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights. This was communicated to th<= Secretary-General by a note from
the Permanent Representative cf Poland to the United Nations dated 29 January 1982.J|2/
In sum, the Government based the new legislation upon international rules that it had
accepted and on its own Constitution. The reason invoked for its decision was
based on the "exigencies of averting ? civil war, economic anarchy as well as
destabilizetion of State ;nl social structures". it the same time the Government
stated that the restrictions were of a temporary nature and would terminate with
the stabilizing of th° rituation.

55* Inasmuch as the specific problem of freedom of association is concerned, as
governed by article 22 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
and artielp 8 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights
and by the ILO Conventions Nos. 87 srd 98, the Government of Poland adopted a new
law on trade unions on 18 October 1982.52/ ^ p n e w l a w gives a new trade union
structure to trie country, abolishing all the existing organizations, because of the
"political actions contrary to the statutes of the trade union and to national,
legislation", 54/ undertaken by some of them.

56. The new trade union law is the subject of a thorough analysis by the ILO.
In that analysis doubts are expressed concerning the compatibility of the new
trade-union law with the above-mentioned ILO Conventions. Jj>6/ The procedures

For tho text of bhe note see chapter II above.

See Annex JTo. II of this report.

G33.219/6/17, o-p.cit, p. 137, para. 730.

55/ See document GB 22l/6/l9 cf the Governing Body of the ILO.

56/ Ibid, paras. 90-97.
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followed in the ILO in regard to the complaints to the effect that Convention No. 87
governing Freedom of Association and Protection of the Eight to Organize ha.s not
been complied withy have yet to he completed, /

57* On 21 December 1982 the Government of Poland informed the Secretary-General
that, further to its earlier decision 5§J to declare martial law as a temporary
measure, laws had been passed on 18 December 1982 suspending the emergency
legislation. J

It would seem, however, that some of the provisi ns introduced by the new lew,
limiting the capacity to choose new employment, and the provisions modifying
articles of the penal code still appear not to be in complete conformity with the
provisions of the Covenants,

58. As regards allegations concerning the situation of politics! prisoners, it
is not possible to make any evaluation without a verification in loco in direct
consultation with those concerned and primarily the Polish authorities.

59- A number of positive steps have been taken by the Government of Poland, such
as the adoption of specific legal regulations during the period of suspension of
martial law that eliminates most of the rigours of life under martial law. These
regulations considerably limited the competence of military courts with respect to
civilians, lifted most of the restrictionc on freedom of movement and, in particular,
completely lifted internments. Notwithstanding such indications I would hope that
further measures for normalization will be taken in order to satisfy all the
requirements established by international instruments ratified by Poland in pursuance
of the aspirations of the Polish people.

57/ See Chapter IV, section D: The Right to Freedom of Association.

58/ As mentioned in para. 11 above, that decision was communicated to the
Secretary-General under cover of a note dated 29 January 198?; see also
Chapter II above.

59/ See Annex No. IV of this report.
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ANNE:: I

DECREE

of 12 December 1981

concerning tne state of war

Guided by the need to ensure increased protection of the fundamental interests
of the State and the citizens, for the purpose of creating conditions for effective
protection of the sovereignty and independence of the Polisn People's Republic and
of peace, law and public order, and also with a view to ensuring the efficient
functioning of authority, the State administration and the national economy during
the period of validity of a state of war, in accordance with article 33, paragraph 2,
of the Constitution of the Polish People's Republic, the Council of State hereby
decrees as follows:

Chapter 1

General provisions

Article 1. 1. A state of war shall be introduced in part of or throughout
the territory of the Polish People's Republic if considerations of the defences
or security of the State so require.

2. A state of war throughout ths territory of the Polish People's Republic
shall be introduced on the grounds of the defences of the State in the event of
danger of violation of the sovereignty and independence of the Polish People's
Republic or on the grounds of the security of the State in the event of a serious
risk to or violation of peace, law and public order in the country.

3. A state of war in part of the territory of the Polish People's Republic
shall be introduced on the grounds of the security of the State within the
boundaries of one or more provinces, towns or communes (towns and communes) in the
event of a serious risk to or violation of peace, law and public order in the area
concerned.

Article 2. 1. A state of war shall be introduced by a resolution of the
Council of State specifying the territory, the date and the grounds on which the

state of war has been introduced. A state of war shall be terminated in the same
manner.

2. The resolution concerning the introduction or termination of a state of
war shall be promulgated in the Dziennik Ustaw of the Polish People's Republic and
also published in the mass communication media.

Article g. 1. The President of the Council of State shall issue a notice
concerning the introduction of a state of war and the effects arising out of its
introduction with regard to the obligations and rights of citizens.

2. The provincial governors in whose area of operations a state of war has
been introduced shall ensure that the notices referred to in paragraph 1 are posted
in generally accessible places and also that the content of such a notice and other
information concerning the state of war are brought to public knowledge through
the regional media of mass communication, public radiodistribution systems, public
address systems and intra-establishment radio installations, or in another manner
customarily adopted in that area.
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Article £ . 1. The introduction of a state of war shall temporarily cause:

(1) The suspension or restriction of the fundamental rights of citizens defined in
the Constitution of tne Polish People's Republic, in other statutes and in
international treaties to which the Polish People's Republic is a party, and
in particul r: inviolability of the person (article 8/, paragraph 1, of the
Constitution), inviolability of the hof:e and tne secrecy of correspondence
(article 87, paragraph 2, of the Constitution), the right of association
(article O4, paragraph 1, of the Constitution), and freedom of speech, of the
press, of assembly, and of meetings, processions and demonstrations
(article 83, paragraph 1, of the Constitution);

(2) Changes in the field of labour law;

(3) The imposition of special obligations on citizens and organizational units
which are not units of the socialized economy,

(4) Subordination of the activity of all organs of authority and State administration,
organizational units of the socialized economy and social organizations to the
interests of the State and the people;

(5) Institution of special liability of citizens, including public officials, for
non-observance of the legal order and for unconscientious performance of
obligations to the State,

within the field and on the principles defined in the Decree and other statutory
provisions concerning the state of war.

2. The introduction of a state of war shall likewise create an obligation of
performance by Polish citizens of the universal duty of defence defined in tho
provisions of bhe Act concerning the Universal Duty of Defence of the Polish People's
Republic, in accordance with the provisions of oho resolution of the Council of
State concerning the introduction of a state of war.

Article 5. 1. The introduction of a state of war snail produce, during the
period of validi;/ thereof, the effects *. jfine-d in the Deci ,e and other statutory
provisions concerning tho stacj of v,ar in relation to all Polish citizens who are
within the boundaries of the units of administrative division of the State in which
the state of war has been introduced, and co their property situated within those
boundaries.

2. The introduction of a state of war shall produce, during the period of
validity thereof, the effects defined in the Decree and other statutory provisions
concerning cna state of war in relation likewise to aliens who are within the
boundaries of the units of administrative division of the State in which the state
of war has been introduced, and also in relation to their property situated within
those boundaries and the property of other natural and legal persons who are (who
have their headquarters) abroaa, unless the provisions of the Decree, of other
statutes, of international treaties to which the Polish People's Republic is a party,
or of universally recognised international customs provide otherwise, subject to
reciprocity.

Article 6. 1. During the period of validity of a state of war, the Council
of Ministers may adopt the necessary resolutions for the purpose of protecting
public order, the interests of the State and tht rights of the citizens.
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2. During the period of validity of a stat^ of war, on the basis of the
resolutions referred to in paragraph I. or on their own initiative in matters not
jcvrrnd by statutory provisions, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers and the
provincial governors may Issue the necessary disciplinary instructions for the purpose
of protecting peace, i?w and oubiic order.

j. Int, provincial governor^ uiay likewise is3u^ disciplinary instructions
on mdstt-iv falling rfitnin the competence of the provincial (equivalent) People's
Councils, witn tae exception of natters concerning 3ocio-econonic plans for the
.lovexoprn̂ nt of a region and the regional budget.

Article /. 1. In time of war, specified areas of the Polish People's Republic
raa> be recognized by the Council of State as a zone of military operations.

2. The boundaries of a none cf military operations and the principles of
functioning of the organs of the State in such a zone shall be determined by the
Council of State on the proposal of the Minister of National Defence.

3. In the event that the organs of State administration are not functioning
in a zone of military operations, their functions shall be performed by the military
organs specified by the Minister of National Defence.

Chapter II

Rights and ooligations of citizens during the period
of validity of a state of war

Article 8. 1. The competent organs of State administration may, if the
interests of the security or defences of the State so require, introduce restrictions
on the freedom of movement of persons, consisting in an order to remain in or leave,
or a prohibition on remaining in or leaving, designated places, installations and
areas at a specified time (''curfew").

2. In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, an instruction shall be issued
by:

(1) The Minister of the Interior if the region covered by the order or prohibition
comprises the territory of the whole State or the area of more than one
province;

(2) The provincial governor if the region covered by the order or prohibition
comprises the area of a whole province or of one or more towns or communes
(towns and communes) situated v/ithin the boundaries of that province.

3- In the instructions referred to in paragraph 2, the competent organs of
State administration shall specify the places, installations or areas covered by
the order or prohibition, the time of their -'alldity and the categories of persons
exempted from such orders and prohibitione.

Article 9- 'ivery person who is in a public place shall be under a duty to
carry on his person e> document attesting his identity, and school pupils over
13 years of age a school identity card or temporary identity card.

Article 10. 1. The Minister of the Interior may introduce by ordinance an
obligation:
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(1) To obtain prior permission for a change of piace of permanent or temporary
residence entailing removal to anotner locality;

(2) To register before the expiry of 12 hours from zn<a time of arrival in a
specified locality.

2. Tha permission referred to in paragraph 1, subparagraph (1), shall be
granted by the chief official competent for the existxng piace of permanent or
temporary residence of the person who intends to change- his place of residence,
if such change does not endanger the interests of tee security or defences of the
State.

3- The Kinister of the Interior shall determine by ordinance the principles
and mode of procedure in the cases referred to in paragraph 1, and may also exempt
specified categories of persons from such obligations.

•\rtielc 11. 1. For permanent residence in a frontier zone, prior permission
shall be obtained from the chief official, and fo^ temporary residence in such a
zono, prior permission from the local commandant (station commander) of the Civic
Militia, competent for the intended piace of permanent or temporar1/ residence of
the person who is moving to the frontier zone.

2. In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, the provisions concerning domicili
?>nd residence in a frontier zone snail apply as appropriate, with the modifications
arising out of paragraph 1.

3- Tne Minister of th~ Interior *aay Dy ordinance exempt specified categories
of persons from the obligation to ootain permission for permanent or temporary
residence in a frontier zone.

Article 12. Touring and also sailing and rowing for sport are prohibited on
hone and territorial marine waters.

Article 13- !• The convening and holding of assemblies of any kind and the
organization and holding of public artistic performances, entertainments and
3porting events and of public collections shall require oho prior permission of
tho competent organ of State administration.

2. The provision of paragraph i shall not anply to the religious services
and rites of churches anc" denominational congregations or to collections for
religious purposes baking place (conducted) OJ.: the premises of churches, chapels
and houses of prayer desigr.at-.-d exclusively for such purposes.

j. The Minister of the Interior shall determine Dy ordinance the general
principles cf performance of the obligations referred to in paragraph 1 and may
* "holly or partly exempt specified kinds of assemblies, public artistic performances,
entertainments, sporting events and public collections from tne obligation to obtain
permission.

4- T"i-3 competent organ of Stato administration ah-iil refuse to grant the
permission referred to :\i paragraph 1 if bhe convening and holding of an assembly
or oac organization and holding of ? performance or collection would endanger the
interests of try, security or def'JicoG of the Szvtr*.

5- Permission to hold an assembly; to organize, a public artistic performance,
ar entertainment or a sporting event or to take a public collection shall be
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granted as appropriate in tho manner prescribed in the provisions concerning
assemblies, public artistic, entertainment and sporting activity ana oublie
collections.

Article 14. 1. The right to striko and to hold protest actions is suspended.

2. Participation in a strii<e constitutes a grave violation by a worker of
the fundamental obligations of labour, ana organizing or leading a stride or protest
action may be held to cause a serious uisruTtion in the functioning of the national
economy.

Article- 13. i. IT th_ activity of a sccioty, \ tra.Jo union, '- n association
or a social or professional organization stri'cau at the political and social system
or the legal order of the Polish PeopJ^'s Republic or otherwise endangers the
interests of the security or defences of tn°. State, aad also for ocher valid reasons,
thw said activity may be suspended DV:

(1) The Chairman of the Counci.1 of Ministers in the OSSP of societies of higher
utility, trade unions, associations and social and professional organizations;

(2) Tho provincial governors in the ease of registered and orainary societies,
associations and social and professional organizations whose field of activity
comprises the area of a province.

2. The provisions of priragrapn 1 shall not r.oriy to churches or denominational
congregations.

3- The organs referred to in paragraph 1 v:ho suspend the activity of a
society, a trad^ union, an association cr an organization shall determine the
method of dealing wit'i its propert1. ,

Article 16. T.ia activitv of eclf~i.iaiagomcnt of the personnel of State
enterprises (establishments) shall be suspended within the sphere determined by
ordinance bv the Council of "'.inisters.

Article 1]. 1. Tne dissemination of publications aid displays with the aid
of printing, images or the spoken word shall require nrio1" permission from the
organs of supervision of publications and displays, with the exception of the
publications nnd aisplaye defined in /;<"tiele /\, paragrapn 1, subparagrapbs 1-7»
10, 12, 15, 18, 20 and 21, of the Act of 31 July l̂ rji. concerning the Supervision
of Publications and Displays (Dzien^ik Ust"w î o. 20, ite-n 99)-

2. The use of poiygraphic plant, of equipment and apparatus producing printed
matter and illustrations by any nethod, and of plant producing seals and atamps,
which are owned by:

(1) Natural persons, societies, associations, trade unions or social and
professional organizations is prohibited;

(2) State and co-oDor-tive organizational units is permitted only with the
written permission and under tho supervision of the Minister (director of
the central office or institution), the chairman of the central board of the
co-operative association or the provincial governor to whom the unit concerned
is directly or indirectly responsible.
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3. The Director of the Principal Department of Supervision of Publications
and Displays, with the approval of the President of the Council of State and the
Chairman of the Council of ministers, shall prescribe by instruction the principles
and procedure for granting permission and for dealing with the matters referred
to in uaragraphs 1 and 2, and may also exempt, wholly cr in part, specified
publications ard displays and the plant, equipment and apparatus referred to in
paragraph 2, subparagraoh (2), from tie obligation to obtain permission.

l>. The organs of supervision of publications and displays shall not grant
the permission referred to in paragraph 1 if the dissemination of th= publications
or displays or the use of the plant or equipment would endanger the interests of
the security or defences of the State.

Article iG. 1. The Council of Ministers .nay introduce by ordinance censorship
of postal dispatches and telecommunicated correspondence and the monitoring of
telephone conversations, specifying at the sane tine the organs of censorship
competent in those natters.

2. The Minister of the Interior, in agreement with the Minister of
Communications, shall anpoint the organs of censorship of communications and the
Minister of National Defence the organs of ••aiiitarv censorship. The field and
principles of operation or' the organs of censorship shall be determined by the
Ministers of the Interior and National Defence, each in his own £.-pnere of operations,
in conjunction witn the Minister of Communications.

J. The organs of censorsnio shall be entitled to detain postal dispatches
and telecommunicated correspondence I'hoiiy or ±r. part and to interrupt telephone
conversations if their content may endanger tne interests of the security or
defences of the State. The decisions of tne organs of censorship in such cases
shall be final and shall not DO subject to aopeal.

A ^ostai dispatches and telecommunicated correspondence which have been
detained shall be subject tc confiscation for- th? benefit of the State Treasury
witnout compensation.

Article Y). 1. The owners of radio transmitting and transmitting-receivinj
equipment may, if the interests of the security or defences of the State so require,
be obliged to place the said equipment in decosit.

2. The principles a-id nod^ of procedure in zne -natters referred to in
paragraph 1 shall be determined by the Council of Ministers by ordinance.

Articlj 20. The provincial governors ^ay introduce a prohibition on the
making of photographs, cinematograph films and televised image.; of specified object,?
and olaces or in designated are-as if the interests of the security or defences of
the State so require.

Article 21. 1. The owners of small cT-ns and of hunting end sporting weaoons
and also the owners of annunition and explosives may, if trio interests of f'.e
security or defences of the State so require, be obligee to -lace the saici arms,
ammunition and ex^iooives in deposit.

2. The Minister of the Ir.tnrior siail determine b" ordinance -'one principles
and node of p^ocec'a^o in tne matters referred to in paragraph 1 ana may in the same
manner introduce a prohibition on carrying arms of any kind or other articles and
implements the use of which may endanger ou'olic order.
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Article 22. The Minister of the Interior may introduce a prohibition on the
use of specified badges and uniforms if the interests of the security or defences
of the State so require.

Chapter III

Principles of procedure in extraordinary circumstances connected
with the defences and security of the State

Article 23• Extraordinary circumstances within the meaning of the Decree
shall be cases in which:

(1) A general danger is caused to the life, health or freedom of the citizens;

(2) A direct danger or threat is caused to public, individual or personal
property on a significant scale;

(3) A danger or threat is caused to installations which are important to the
defences or security of the State;

(4) Buildings of the State administration or of political and social organizations,
and also important installations and equipment of the national economy, are
directly threatened or occupied.

Article 24. 1. The task of ensuring public security in extraordinary
circumstances shall fall within the sphere of operations of the Civic Militia in
accordance with the provisions in force.

2. In extraordinary circumstances in which the action of the Civic Militia
proves insufficient, units and subunits of other formations and organizations
assigned to the protection of public order or public property, and of the armed
forces, may be used to assist.

Article 25« 1• The use in extraordinary circumstances of compact units and
subunits of the Civic dilitia and other formations and organizations assigned to
the protection of public order or public property shall be effected on the basis
of a decision taken by the provincial commandant of the Civic Militia after first
obtaining the approval of the chairman of the provincial defence committee.

2. The use of units and subunits of the armed forces in extraordina'-y
circumstances snail be effected on the proposal of the chairman of the provincial
defence committee on the basis of a decision taken by the officer commanding the
military district after first obtaining the approval of the Minister of National
Defence.

Article 26. I. In extraordinary circumstances use may be made of means of
direct coercion, including chemical incapacitating agents and water cannon, and
in exceptional cases In which a danger, a tnreat or an outrage cannot otherwise
be avoided, fire-arms may also be used.

2. The use of chemical incapacitating agents and water cannon in extraordinary
circumstances shall be effected on the basis of a decision taken by the provincial
commandant of the Civic Militia and, in the case of the armed forces, by the
officer commanding the military district.
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3. Tho use of fire-arras by compact units and subunits shall bo affected on
the basis of a decision taken by tnc Minister of the Interior, and in the case of
the armed forces on the bcisis of a decision ta.-con by the Minister of '.national Defence.
Tho adoption of such decisions snail require prior a&pro*ral by the Chairman of the
Committee for the Defence of the Country.

4. In cases in which any deloy would orescrA a lirect danger to tne lifu
or health of people or to public property on a significant scale, the decisions
referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3 snail ba taken by the officer commanding the unit
(subunit), who shall oe oound to notify his superior immediately of svery ease in
which such means are used.

5- In tho case of troops a.nrter tne authority of the minister of the Interior,
the powers of the officer commanding the niiitary district cine tne Minister of
National Defence as defined in paragraphs 2 and 3 and in article 25, paragraph 2,
shall vest as appropriate in the competent officer commanding tho troops and the
Minister of the Interior.

Article 27. 1. The use in extraordinaiy circumstance? of neans of direct
coercion and of fire-arms oy officials of thu Ci ."ic f'U^itia, by workers (members)
of formations (organisations) assigned to thu protection of public order or public
property and by soldiers shall oe bffected in accordance with the principles laid
down in the provisions in force concerning the procedure for the use of such means
and arms.

2. Tho detailed rules and procedure for the use of conppct units and subunits
and for the use oi means of direct coercion ana fire-arms by sucr units and subunits
in extraordinary circumstances snail be laid down ?y tne Minister of the Interior
and the Minister of National Defence.

Article 28. 1. During the period of validity of i state* of war, formations
and organizations assigned to the protection of oub.'.ic order or puolic property,
with the exception of the armed forces, snail in operational spatters be under the
authority of the Minister of tne Interior ana t'cv- organs of the Ci\rio Militia,
irrespective of any other autnority o/er ouch formations r-nd organizations.

2. The Minister o£ thu in^r.;or may direct u,at .icnbers of t/ie Civic Militia
Voluntary Reserve and of otner x'ormations and organizations assigned to the
protection of public order or puoiic property shall bo ?quipped with means of
direct coercion and In specially justified cases with firc-arns also.

3. The Council of Ministers shall determine the powrfrs of the Minister of
the Interior and the organs of the Civic Militic in relation to the formations
and organizations referred to in paragraph 1, and also the principles and mode
of procedure to be followed in the cases referred to in paragracu 2 and the
principles for tne use of meana of airect coercion ana fire-arms by vforkcrs (members)
of such formations and organisations.
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chapter ±V

Functioning of the State administration and the national economy
during the period of validity of a state of war

Article 2cj. !• The Council of Ministers may introduce by ordinance a general
duty for the performance of work by persons over 15 years of age who have not
attained pensionable.age as defined in the provisions concerning the grant of
pensions and who are fit for work from the standpoint of health and of personal
and family circumstances. In the ca&e of workers, the duty relates to the nature
and conditions of work prescribed "'oy the le.bour relationship entered into and
the provisions of l.ibour law, and, in the crxse of persons who are not employed at
a workplace or are employed at a non-socialised workplace carrying on an activity
which does not satisfy fundamental requirements of the population, it consists in
reporting, within the time-limit snd at the place brought to public knowledge by
the chief official competent for the place of permanent residence, in order to
obtain an order of assignment to a socialized workplrce and to take up and perform
work of a specified kind for the benefit of the workplace designated in the
assignment order issued, on the terms proscribed in the said assignment order and
the provisions of labour law.

2. The chief official competent for the location of the workplace may
transfer workers to other workplace?; situated in his area of operations, and the
manager of a workplace may allot additional tasks to a worker snd entrust to him
work of a different nature in the same or another locality, even without the
worker's consent, if the worker possesses the necessary qualifications s,nd the
state of his health and his personal and family circumstances present no obstacle
to this.

3. For three day from the date of service of the decision referred to in
paragraph 2, the worker shall heve the right to lodge an appeal to the appeals
board for labour matters. The lodging of an appeal shall not delay the execution
of the decision.

4. The worker shall be under a duty to work six days a week. In case of
special need, at the workplace, the manager of the workplace may introduce a duty
to work on days statutorily free from work, with the proviso that a worker working1

extended time shall be entitled to one dey a month free from work.

5. Daily working time shall not exceed eight hours out of 24. In case of
special need nt the workplace, the manager of the workplace nay extend daily
working time to 12 hours out of 24, with the exception of working time on days
statutorily free from work and of workers employed on specially arduous ts,sks
or under conditions harmful to health.

6. Xfork performed in extended working time shall constitute overtime.

7. A worker shall be entitled to paid rest lerve at the rate of one day
per month worked. Minors and workers employed on specially arduous tasks or
under conditions harmful to herlbh rjhall be entitled to one additional day of
•paid leave per three months worked. A worker who has worked extended time shall
be entitled to one additional day of psid leave vex month worked on extended time
The grant of leave without pay and of ad hoc vacations is ruspended.

8. The Council of Ministers shall determine ~oj ordinance the principles of
application of the provisions of paragraphs 2-7 and the categories of persons not
subject to the general duty to perform work, and may also issue provisions
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standardizing the labour relationship, social insurance benefits and the rocial
welfare activity of workplaces for the benefit of the workers in a manner
different from the provisions of labour law.

Article 5 '. 1. -The council o£ Ministers may by ordinance impose on natural
and legal persons who own farms spccirl services for the benefit of the food
supply, consisting in;

(1) Deliveries of specified agricultural pro due b,c for the benefit of the State;

(2) The cultivation of 'pecii'ied kinds, of pl< ntr ;

(3) The utilization of agricultural land and of farm implements and installations
for purposes of agricultural production,

and may also introduce restrictions on trade in and processing of specified
agricultural products.

2. A service of the kind referred to in paragra h 1, subparagr<..phs (l)
and (2), arising cut of e final decision of the competent organ of State
administration shall, in she overL of its non-performance, be administratively
enforced.

3. 1'arms, agricultural land and farm implements or installations which are
not utilized for purpose;? of agricultural production shall on the basis of a
decision of the cempeton*- orgrn of State administration be handed over temporarily,
for use free of charge, to oth^r natural cr legal persons who vill ensure their
proper husbandry.

A. The ','ouncil of Minister^ shall determine by ordinance the scope of the
services referred to ir oaragranh 1 and fcho nrinciples and manner of performing
them, and also the principle'- of administrative enforcement.

Article 51. 1. The council of Ministers may introduce by ordinance total
or partial regulation of the sunply of essential foodstuffs and certain articles
other than food to the copulation

2. The Minister of Inland Trade and Service.', in agreement with the
competent Ministei in the care of the territory of the whole State, and the
provincial governor>, within the boundaries of individual units of administrative
division of the Sta.te, may in justified cafes re- trict or suspend the sale of
articles not covered by the bunply regulations and also the rendering by
socialized and non-socialized „ ervice establishments of certain kinds of consumer
service^- to the population.

3. The 1 our.cil of ItLnisters shall determine ~oj ordinance the scope and
principles of the regulation of supply to the -copulation.

Article 52. 1. The 'Council of Minirterr may by ordinance introduce leasing
of premises and buildings on the basis of an administrative decision concerning
the appropriation for all premioes and buildings.

2. In cases justified by the need f.o hou^e persons deprived of their homes
as a result of military operations, the chief official may allot dwellings vacated
by the tenant, housing co-operative member or o^ner, and may likewise quarter
persons in a part of a dwelling, which constitute a surplus of habitable floor
space over ard abo^e the standaids in force and which comprises at least one room.
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3. In cases justified by npecial economic or social considerations, the
chief official may give a dacirion for the? total or partial evacuation of working
nremit-es occupied "by a government department or L>tate institution or by a
unit of the .socialized econcny withou!, at the "amp time allotting replacement
promise:1,, and may allot the evaouatrc, forking promises to other users.

A. Immovable •nroperty needed for the eclence of tfc/ Loate or for the
performance o.f important '••ocio-econonic tasks may be expropriated.

5. The Council PL Ministers shall determine- by ordinance the principles
and mode of procedure to be followed in thf3 oaaer- referred to in paragraphs I—A
and the standard habitfble^floor space to ^hich one per..on is entitled, which
.••hall not be less bhan i> :r/ . The pro"vioions Laid down by the Council of Ministers
mej regulate matter; of leasing and expropriation in a manner different from
local lav; and civil law.

Article 35. The Council o£ Ministers is hereby empowered to introduce by
ordinance the necessary changes in the scone and principles of%

(1) Thf* creation, performance and extinction of fiscal obligations and the
enforcement of fiscal obligations;

(2) The accumulation of monetary resources, monetary transactions, financial
services and the grant of credit;

(3) Obligatory and voluntary property insurance and personal insurance

in the case of natural persons, legal persons other than units of the socialized
economy, and other non-socialized organizational units not possessing legal
personality,

Articl • 3^ • 1-f as a result of obstacles created by military operations the
registration of civil status cannot be carried on in the manner prescribed in the
provisions of the law on record's of ci\il status and- of the /amily and
Guardian?hip '-ode, notification of the birth of , child, declaration of the
recognition of a child, marriage and notification of death may be effected on
simplified principles determined by ordinance by the Minister of the Interior
in agreement with the Minister of Justice.

Article 35« The council of Ministers may by ordinance wholly or partly halt
or restrict the operation ox specified communications equipment and the
performance of postal and telecommunication services.

Article 36. The Minister of communications may introduce a total or partial
prohibition or restriction of the carriage of persons and goods by road, rail,
air and waterway and may also direct the acceptance of consignments for carriage
under specified conditions.

Article 37• The Minister of National D fence may introduce a total or
partial prohibition or restriction on flights by Polish and foreign aircraft in
the airspace above the land area, home raters and territorial sea of the Polish
?eople's "Republic

Articl 3Q. 1. The Minister of Communication? may introduce a total or
partial prohibition or restriction of the movement of railivay rolling-stock and
of aerial-cable and cable-ra.ilway transport equipment for public use, and also
of the movement of Polish and foreign vessels on inland waters,
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2. The Minister Director of the Manila Hconov ^-j.jr.^rt . y introduce
a total or partial prohibition or restriction 01 the movement or Polieh and foreign
vessels on marine home waters and the territorial r v .

3. Tne Minister ox Communications in Lhe ca^e of lh~ 1crritory of the
whole State or tbf> area of two or more n- ighbounng c-rô incc3' , an^ the provincial
governors' within the boundaries of individual unit, cf ac'tvuistrative division of
the State, ma,y introduce a total or partial prohibibioi or restriction of the
movement of motor vehicles on public high* ays

Article 3°. 1. The Minifter of fcne Inxerior iuy totally or partially halt
or restrict frontier passenger and good'-* traffic th- o-gh ."ro'-iiex crossings.

2. The Minister of the Interior, >n a^reer.en, v.:h Jhc 'l^i^ter of National
Defence, may determine by ordinance the principles fo~ th'? ̂  -uc cf documents
entitling Polish citizens to crocs the State

3 . The Minister of the Interior and the Jlinifccr fcr iare . l t i / f fa i r s , in
agreement with the Minister of National Defence, ip°y d^lcr" 'nc hv oiuinance the
principles for the issue of document entit l ing a l i c s *e o ,•> '/ •> ̂ .?'.e frontier,
the principles governing their :>tay in the terr; uory c ° <.. 3 "1^,0 C?.L oho
principles for dealing with the diplomatic reprp^eiiLain-vep of forolgi States
accredited to the Polish People's Rerjublic esid v5 th otrcr p^roc1 c a^siaiilated
thereto on the ba.sis of statutes, of internat: oncl t r c a t i T -1 "'.i.'ih the Polish
People'& Republic le a party, or of universally reco^m^cd in t f r r^ t ic ic l customs.

Article Ao. 1. If the intere.str of the tocurix r or cfencr. cf the State
or the legitimate needs of the national econopy 50 rei - '<r. \o T)rcv;iicial
governorp may appoint commissioners to direct tho pc.û fir.•" cc r>£ ? .a I :.+ory
economic and socio-culturel tables by co-opera Liver r> J fr f.^'-.^s thtrrof.

2, The provision oi •paragraph 1 shal] roc cpri"/ io ̂  c ojii .vl federations
of co-operatives.

3. The Council of Ministers shall datcfvVs U ^r3 r./' "L^ prJx'ciples
and mode of procedure to be followed in the 1 jtterL ie e.-fd ^ -.1 p ire graph 1
and the powers and duties of the commissioner^.

Article /|1. 1. Road; rail, air ana votbr .rtr ̂ 1:1, ej) •'ĵa
the territory of the Polish People's Republic arc1 ui ° b "helcr ™" 'i-o
relation to which the decision on a slate of uar has bccvi ederted sl̂ cl] be seized
or requisitioned.

2. The principles and mode of procedurp to oe folio' cvt m .ic matters
referred to in paragraph 1 shall be determined by orJ^r-nce V Y tns ilmister for
Foreign Affairs in agreement wixh the iyHnibtar of ̂ orirjuice t:' ssr, and ̂ ke
Minister Director of the Marine Economy Department

Chanter V

P mea j r e ^

Article 42. 1. Polish citizens over 17 years of age concerning whom, in
view of their behaviour hitherto, a legitimate cuspicici arises '1- t if they
remain at liberty they will not uphold the lega] OLC.O-~ of "]]- o~ .c cA activit3r
which endangers the interests of xhe ' ecuri ly o_ de^-::;" ^J bh-> b[c ,e isy be
interned in isolation centres for the duration of ihc u l dity of tne s. t, tc of war.
Such decisions shall not effect immunities arising oai. of .-ccicl provisions.
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2. The provision of paragraph 1 shall likewise apply to the citizens of
States in relation to which the decision on a state of war h<rs been a opted, and
also to citizens of other States and otatel ss persons. Subject to reciprocity,
however, the heads and officials of the diplomatic missions and consular offices
of foreign Stater, and other persons assimilated thereto on the basis of statutes,
of international treaties to which the Polish People's Republic is a party, or
of universally recognized international customs' shell not be interned.

Article 43, 1. The proceedings in cases o£ internment shall be conducted
ex officio and the decisions on internment shall be made by the provincial
commandant of the Civic Militia in whose ar a of operations the person concerned
by the proceedings is to be found or was to be found before he went into hiding,

2. The proceedings in a case of inteinment may be conducted without the
participation of the person whom they concern,

3. The decision on internment shall be nerved on the internee personally
by an official of the Civic Militic at the moment of arrest. The decision on
internment shall be enforced immediately.

£ . The internee shall have the right bo lodge a complaint against the
decision on internment with the Minister of the Interior and, in the case of
aliens, v/ith the Appeals Board for Aliens Internment Cases appointed by the
Council of Ministers. The lodging of a complaint thall not delay the execution
of the decision on internment.

5. Internment shall be terminated during the period of validity of the
state of war if the grounds justifying internment cease to exist during that
period.

6, The detailed rules for proceedings in cases of internment and the
organisation, composition and mode of operation of the Appeals Board for Aliens
Internment Cases shall be determined by the Council of Ministers by ordinance.

Article /J4. The Procurator General of the Polish People's Republic and his
subordinate procurators shall supervise the observance of the law in cases of
internment in accordance with the principles and procedure for procuratorial
supervision of observance of the lew.

Article 45. 1. His Minister of Justice in agreement with the Minister of the
Interior shall establish and close down isolation centres and shall lay down by
ordinance regulations for the stay of internees in c>uch centres. Isolation
centres shall be under the authority of the Minister of Justice.

2. The provisions of the Penal Code applicable in the sphere of penitentiary
surveillance and provisional detention shall apply as appropriate to internment.

Chapter VI

penal provisions

Article 46. 1. &nJ perron who, being a member of a society, a trade union,
an association or .n organization whose activity has been suspended, has not
desisted from participation in ruch activity shall be liable to a penalty of
deprivation of liberty for nob more than three years.

2. Any person who organises or loads a strike or protest action shall be
liable to a penalty of deprivation of libp-rty for not more than five years.
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3. Any person who takes or uses a motor vehicle in order to utilize it in
carrying out a strike or protest action shall "be liable to a penalty of deprivation
of liberty for not more than three years.

4. If the motor vehicle referred to in paragraph 3 is public property, the
offender shall be liable to a penalty of deprivation of liberty for not more than
five years and to a fine.

5. Any person who, for the purpose of carrying out a strike or protest action
or while one is in progress, compels another person by force, unlawful menaces or
deceit to refrain from taking up or performing work shall be liable to a penalty
of deprivation of liberty for not more than five years.

6. Any person who, for the purpose of carrying out a strike or protest action,
destroys, damages or renders unfit for use any plant or equipment or makes it
impossible or difficult for plants, equipment or institutions to function properly
shall be liable to a penalty of deprivation of liberty for not less than one year
and not more than 10 years and to a fine.

7. The court may adopt an extraordinary measure in mitigation of the penalty
or refrain from applying it to the perpetrator of an offence defined in
paragraphs 1 and 2 who has voluntarily desisted from participation in the activity,
strike or protest action and has endeavoured to induce the other participants in
that activity, strike or action to do the same.

Article 47• 1. Any person who acts to the advantage of the enemy or to the
detriment of the interests of the security or defences of the Polish People's Republic
or of an allied State shall be liable to a. penalty of deprivation of liberty for a
term of not less than three years.

2. The provision of paragraph 1 shall not apply where the act exhausts the
characteristics of another offence.

Article 48. 1. Any person who, for the purpose of weakening the defence
readiness of the Polish People's Republic, disseminates information which may weaken
the said readiness shall be liable to a penalty of deprivation of liberty for not
less than one year and not more than eight years,

2. Any person who disseminates false information shall, if the same may cause
public anxiety or riot, be liable to a penalty of deprivation of liberty for not less
than six months and not more than five years.

3. Any person who, for purposes ox" dissemination, makes, collects, keeps,
carries, transfers or sends any letter, printed matter, recording or film containing
information as defined in paragraphs 1 and 2 shall be liable to a penalty of
deprivation of liberty for not more than five years.

4* Any person who commits the act defined in paragraph 1 or 2 through the use
of the press or another mass communication medium shall be liable to a penalty of
deprivation of liberty for not less than one year and not more than 10 years.

5. The provisions of article 254 of the Penal Code shall apply as appropriate
to the offences defined in paragraphs l-3»
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6. On passing sentence for the offences defined in paragraphs 1-4 the .court
may order the confiscation of instruments and other articles which were used or
intended for the commission of the offence even if they were not the property of the
offender.

Article.49. 1. Articles 256 and 257 of the Penal Code shall likewise apply to
persons interned in isolation centres.

2. The offences defined in article 271, paragraph 1, article 282 and article 287
of the Penal Code shall be punishable solely by deprivation of liberty for not more
than five years.

3. On passing sentence for an offence committed from base motives during the
period of validity of a state of war, the court shall order deprivation of public
rights and may also order the confiscation of all or some property.

Article 50« 1. Any person who participates in a strike or protest action shall
be liable to a penalty of detention for not more than three months or to a fine of
not more than 5*000 zlotys. The provision of article A6, paragraph Jt shal̂ , apply
as appropriate.

2. Any person who changes his place of permanent or temporary residence or moves—
to a frontier zone without the required permission or in breach of the terms thereof
shall be liable to a penalty of detention for not more than three months or to a fine
of not more than 5>000 zlotys.

3. Any person who contravenes restrictions on freedom of movement which have
been introduced shall be liable to a penalty of detention for not more than one month
or to a fine of not more than 5>000 zlotys.

4. Any person who tours, or sails or rows for sport, on home or territorial
marine waters shall be liable to a fine of not more than 5,000 zlotys.

5. Any person who, being in a public place, is not carrying a document
attesting his identity (school identity card) shall be liable to a fine of not more
than 500 zlotys.

6. Any person who makes photographs, cinematograph films or televised images
of prohibited objects or places or in prohibited areas shall be liable to a penalty
of detention for not more than three months or to a fine of not more than 5>000 zlotys..
The provision of article 48> paragraph 6, shall apply as appropriate.

7. Any person who, in breach of a prohibition or restriction which has been
introduced, performs the carriage of persons or goods or accepts for carriage
consignments which do not satisfy the required conditions shall be liable to a
penalty of detention for not more than three months or to a fine of not more than
5,000 zlotys.

8. Any person who, in breach of a prohibition or restriction which has been
introduced, flies an aircraft in Polish airspace, travels by vessel on inland waters,
marine home waters or the territorial sea, drives railway rolling-stock or transport
equipment for public use or drives a motor vehicle on the public highway shall be
liable to a penalty of detention for not more than three months or to a fine of not
more than 5*000 zlotys.
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Article 51« !• Any person who, in breach of a general duty to perform work,
without a good and sufficient reason fails to report within the appointed time-limit
at the appointed place for the purpose of obtaining an order of assignment to a
socialized workplace or fails to take up work in accordance with the assignment order
issued shall be liable to & fine of not more than 5<000 zlotys.

2. Any person who, in breach cf a general duty to perform work, without a good
and sufficient reason evades performance of the work prescribed by the labour
relationship entered into and the previsions of labour law, evades performance of the
tasks allotted or the work entrusted to him or refuses a transfer to another
workplace which has been ordered shall be liable to a fine of not more than
5,000 zlotys.

3. Any person who fails to utilize for purposes of agricultural production,
agricultural land or farm implements or installations owned by him or who, being
under a duty to do so, fails to cultivate specified kinds of plants or to make
deliveries of specified agricultural products for the benefit of the State shall be
liable to a penalty of detention for not more than three months and to a fine of
not more 'nan 5?000 zlotys.

4. Any person whe obstructs or prevents the performance of obligations to
cultivate specified kinds of plants, or to make deliveries of specified agricultural
products for the benefit of the State, by a person under such obligations shall be
liable to a penalty of detention for not more than throe months and to a fine of not
more than 5,000 zlotys.

5. Any person who trades in or processes specified agricultural products in
breach of a restriction which has been introduced shall be liable to a fine of not
more than 5,000 zlotys.

6. Any person who contravenes the principles of the regulations on supply to
the population shall be liable to a penalty of detention for not more than
three months and to a fine of not more than 5?000 zlotys.

7. Any person who prevents a person entitled to do so from occupying a dwelling
allotted to him or who persistently obstructs the enjoyment of an allotted part of
a dwelling shall be liable to a fine 01 not more than 5?000 zlotys.

Article 52. The offences defined in article 52, paragraph 1, article 54,
article 56, paragraph 1, article 63. paragraph 1, article 65, paragraphs 1 and 2,
article 66f paragraph 1, article 67, paragraph 1, article 68, paragraphs 1 and 2,
and article I47 of the Code of Offences and also in article 17 of the Act of
31 July I98I concerning the Supervision of Publications and Displays (Pziennik
Ustau Ho. 20, item $^) shall also be punishable by detention for not more than
tnree months, and the offences defined in article 54? article 6.1, paragraph 1,
article 66, paragraph 1, article 118, paragraph 1, article 122, paragraph 2, and
article 156 of the Code of Offences also by a fine of not more than 5?000 zlotys.

Chapter VII

Transitional and final provisions

Article 53. 1. During the period of validity of a state of war, in individual
cases which fall within the competence of the organs cf State administration referred
to in chapters II and IV and which are settled by administrative decision, a party
shall not be entitle*? to appeal to an organ of State administration at a higher level
unless a special provision of the Decree or of a text issued on the basis thereof
prescribes otherwise.
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2, The decisions in the cases referred to in paragraph 1 shall not be subject
to appeal to the administrative court.

Article 54« 1« Administrative proceeding's in the cases referred to in
chapters II and IV instituted before the date of introduction of a state of war
shall thereafter be ,'onducted in accordance with the provisions of "the.-Decree and
of the texts issued on the basis thereof.

2. Administrative proceedings in the cases referred to in chapters II and IV
whirh have not been completed by the date of termination of a state of war shall be
discontinued as from that date.

Article 55« 1. Legal texts issueci by the organs of State administration on the
basis of and for the purpose of giving- effect to the provisions of the Decree and
other statutory provisions concerning the state of war shall be promulgated and brought
to public knowledge in a manner ensuring* that the population is duly informed.

2. During the period of validity of a state of war, disciplinary instructions
concerning the protection of the interests of the security or defences of the State
during that period which are issued by the provincial governors on the basis of
article 6, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Decree or article 56 of the Act of
25 January 195s concerning People's Councils (Dziennik Ustaw of 1975 No. 26, item 139,
as amended) and article 8, paragraph 2, of "she Act of 25 february I964 concerning the
Issue of Legal Provisions by People's Councils (Dziennik Jstaw Wo. 8, item 47 > as
amended) shall not be submitted to the competent People's Council for approval.

Article 56. 1. The provisions of articles 8-335 articles 35-38, article 39>
paragraphs 1 and 2, article 40, article 42, paragraph 1, and articles 43-52 shall
apply dixring the period of validity of a state of war with regard to the defences or
security of the State, and the provisions of article 34? article 39, paragraph 3,
article 41 and article 42, paragraph 2, only in time of war.

2. The provision? of the Decree and of the texts issued on the basis thereof
and other statutory provisions concerning the state of war shall apply during the
period of validity of a state of war throughout the territory of the Polish People's
Republic or within the boundaries of the units of administrative division of the
State in which a state of war has been introduced, in accordance with the provisions
of the resolution of the Council of State concerning the introduction of tne said
state.

Article 57» 1. For the duration of the validity of a state of war, the
binding force of all provisions concerning matters governed by the Decree and the
toxts issued on the basis thereof shall be suspended if the provisions of the Decree
and the texts of application deal with those matters in a different way.

2. In matters not dealt with in the Decree, the provisions hitherto binding
shall be applied with the modifications arising out of the provisions of the Decree
and of the texts issued on tiie basis thereof.

3- If the Decree provides for the issue of detailed provisions or provisions
of application, the existing provisions shall apply, with the modifications arising
out of the provisions of the Decree, until the date of issue of the new provisions.
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Article 58» Nothing in the Decree shall affect the provision of article 237
of the Act of 21 November 19&7 concerning the "universal Duty of Defence of the
Polish People's Republic (Dziennik Ustaw of 1979 No. 18, item 111).

Article 59« Wherever the Decree refers to:

(1) Provincial governors, the expression shall likewise be understood to mean
the mayors of towns of provincial status;

(2) Chief officials, the expression shall be understood to mean the mayors of
towns of basic status, the chief officials of towns, the chief officials of
districts, the chief officials of comnunes and the chief officials Qf towns
and communes.

Article 60. The application of the Decree is entrusted to the Council of
Ministers, the Chairman of the Council of Ministers, the Minister of National Defence
and the Minister of the Interior, to other principal and central organs of State
administration in the parts which concern them, to the Procurator G-eneral of the
Polish People's Republic and to the regional organs of State administration.

Article 6l. The Decree shall enter into force on the date of its promulgation
with effect from the date' of its adoption.

H. Jablotfski, President of the Council of State

E. Dtida, Secretary of the Council of State
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adopted by the Sejm of the Polish People's Republic
on 8 October, 1982

Chapter 1

Foundations for the Act ivi ty and Objectives
of the Trade Unions

Art . 1

1. Employees have the right to form and associate themselves in trade unions.

2. Trade unions are self-governing. Ir particular, trade unions can
independently and in accordance with the law;

(1) shape the objectives and the programmes of their activity,

(2) adopt statutes and othor internal acts concerning the union activity,

(3) determine the organizational structures,

(/) determine the principles o£ electing boards and other leading organs
of the unions.

Art. 2

1. Trade unions are independent from the organs of state and economic
administration.

2. In their statutory activity trade unions are not subject to supervision or
control on the part of the organs of state administration.

3. All trsde unions enjoy equal rights. State organs are obliged to treat all
trade unions on a par.

\• Organs of state and economic administration are obliged to refrain from any
action leading to limitation of the independence of the trade unions or their
activity compatible with the law.

Art. 3

A trade union acts on the basis of a statute vhich should be compatible with
the Constitution of the Polish People's Republic and other laws. In particular,
trade unions adhere to the principles of social ownership of the means of production,
which is the foundation of the socialist political system of the State, recognize
the leading role of the Polish United Vorlcers' Party determined in the
Constitution of the Polish People's Republic in the construction of socialism-as •
well as the constitutional principles of the foreign policy of the Polish People's .
Republi c,
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1. l'racle u^icn membership if> voluntary, Fobody snail suffer adverse effects
Decc usf. of belc^gir- ô a union ^r nt^ymg otrside of i t , in particular, tnis
c£ nvno "be a condition of Signing a " crk contract, cr continuing the employment
or promotion of an employee, xi trie provisions of the Law dc net impose a ben
or> .. ...tfo^rship in - uni""'! OJ" 'Fiployoes ""rkiif i"1 a given enterprise or at a
riv -p po; t.

The principle: or' ;^e proce^lior of the terns of enplcymorit of employees
P' rfomir^ elected functions in trsdc uni^n bodies ere determined by the
regulations o2 the Lcbour Coic,

Arc, 3

Trade unions represent occupational interests of their members vis-a-vis
managements of work enterprises; organs of state and economic administration,
civic organizations as well as in relations with labour organizations in other
countries, and co-operate with those organs and organizations.

Art. 6

1. Trade unions represent ana protect the righes and interests of employees
in so far as the working conditions? veges, and social and living as well as
cultural conditions are concerned,, in particular in the field of:

(1) policy of rational employment ard the shaping of rights and duties
stemming from the work contract,

(2) remuneration for work and obher benefits for employees,

(3) safety, hygiene and culture of works

(4) working conditions of women a"1! adolescents,

(5) social benefits for employees and their families,

(6) rest after work and physical culture, tourism and forms of employees'
organized holidays,

(7) protection of health of employees and their families,

(8) sickness, old-age and disability benefits as well as other social
insurance benefits,

(9) satisfaction of housing needs of the employees,

(10) • shaping of prices and the market situation as well as the cost of

living of employees and their families,

(11) development of education and culture in worker milieu,

(12) protection of the natural environment.
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2. Trade unions co-participate in the shaping and the implementation of the
tasks of the socio-economic development of the country? act in favour of
multiplying the national income and its just distribution.

Art. 7

Trade unions conduct educational activity in promoting occupational ethics,
diligent and honest execution of employee duties and the observance of the
principles of social co—existence.

Arb. 3

Trade unions can join international labour organizations to represent the
occupational and socia.1 interest3 of their members vis-a-vis the international
community and to act in favour of international solidarity of the working people
as well as dissemination of progress and social justice.

Chapter 2

Formation of Trade Unions

Art. 9

Guaranteed is the right to form trade unions according to the provisions
of the present Law without the need to acquire prior permission.

Art. 10

1. The right of forming and associating into trade unions is granted to persons
working on the basis of a work contract regardless of the foundation of such
contract or the post.

2. A trade union affiliates employees working in s given Drench, in a given
kind of employment or profession.

Art. 11

1. The going on old-age or disability pension oC persons described in Art. 10,
item 1 does not deprive them of the right to .join a union.

?. The right to union membership is not taken away either by staying temporarily
out of work due to seeking s. job.

Art. 12

Soldiers in active military service, persons doing substitute military
service as well as functionaries of Citizens' Militia and Prison Personnel have
no right to establish or join the trade unions, neither can they take active prrt
in the activity of n trade union whose members they were at the moment of being
drafted.
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Employees working in military units and oilier organizational units
subordinated to the Ministry of Internal Affairs have no right to establish
or join the trace unions.

Art. i/;

1. Employees working in military units subordinrted to the Minister of National
Defense as well £ s in state enterprises subordinated to the Minister of National
Defense and the Minister of Internal Affairs have the right to establish and
join accordingly the trade unions of the employees of the array and the
Ministry of Internal Affairs - provided that the requirements of the defensiveness
and security of the State a,re preserved.

2. The follox/ing employees have no right to join the trade unionss

(1) those employed in military units subordinated to the Minister of National
Defense to which limitations stipulated in the lav on employees of
state offices is applicable,

(2) those employed in military units determined "by the Minister of Rational
Defense, because of a special character of those units.

Art. 15

The workers mentioned in Art. \7y and Art. 14 , item 2 can set up workers'
councils. The Minister of Lktional Defenrse and the Minister of the Internal Affairs
each within the scope of his activity - determine the principles of co-operation
between the commanders of military units and heeds of organizational entities and
the workers' councils including also the scope of issues on which, the council's
opinion is required.

Art. 16

The principles of representing the employees of state offices, judicature
and the prosecutor's office, sta/te economic arbitration, organs of state control
as well rs state labour inspection axe defined by separate regulations.

Art. 17

The persons who intend to set up a trade union elect the founding committee
and adopt a statute. The number of founding members on the day of filing the
statute for registration cannot be smaller than thirty persons.

1. The statute of the union determines the name through indicating the labour
branch, kind of employment or occupation of the affiliated workers as well as
the seat, territorial and substantive scope of activity and objectives of the
union, the principles of acquiring and losing membership; the rights end duties
of members, the organizational structure and the ruthorities of the union, the
procedure of electing and recalling1 them, the sources of financing the union's
activity, the principles of adopting and amending the statute as veil as the manner
of dissolving the union.
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2, All members of bhe union Irve the right to vote and eligibility to be elected.
The statute may define when the adminzstrecivo functions and elected functions
in trade unions cannot be combined.

3. The elections to the authorities of the union are carried out by secret
bcllot.

Art. 19

1. The trade union becomes the corporate body ard requires the right to operate
on the date of registration.

9. The court shall refuse registration LC the contents ^f the statute indicate
that che organisation is oox the trade union according to the letter of the Law
or if the decisions of the statute fro not compaciLlo "i th Its pro\TisIous.

3. The competent organ of tho urdon is obliged immediately to inform the court
about an amendment to the statute, As far as tho putting of the amendment of
the statute to the register ib concerned; item 2 applies accordingly. The hitherto
statute is binding till the amendment to the st-xute is put down in the register,
except for the decisions of the union taken on the basis of the new statute upon
its adoption, providing they do not contradict the lev.

A. The court -/ill cross out the trade union fron the register;

(1) in case of taking tho decision to dissolve the union in a runner
provided for In the statute,

(2) if the number of the union'u members will be leso than I ifby for more
than three months.

The competent organ of the union is oblige! immediately to inform tho court
about the above-uentioned circumstances.

5- The regulations of the civil code on non-trial proceedings apply accordingly
to cases mentioned under Itemc 1-6, Those matters should be considered
immediately, however no later then within a month since the presentation of tho
motion. The decision of the court can be appealed, LO the Supreme Court.

6. The Council of liinisters, by way of a decree, shall define the detailed
course of registration proceedings.

Art. 20

Trade unions have the right to forn associations and inter—union
organizations. The provisions of xho Lew apply to those associations and
organizations accordingly.
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Ohajoter 3

Rights and Duties of Trade Unions

Art. 21

1. Trade unions have the right to opine the provisions or drafts of legal acts
00 veil ar decisions pertaining to the rights and interest?, of tho working people
end their families, including the living conditions of old-age and disability
pensioners. This in particular concerns arc ft socio-economic plans as well as
draft legal acts and decisions on natters specified in Art. 6.

2. With respect to the defence and security of the state, draft legal acts and
decisions specified in item 1 should be opined according to the principles and
nod3 stipulated by separate regulations.

Z' In matters, specified in it era 1, vThich are of great importance for the working
people and their families, trrde unions are ensured participation in preparatory
work on draft legal sets or decisions.

4. An opinion of a trade union may in particular bo presented in written form
or in course of direct consultation of union representatives with a. relevant organ
of authority or administration. An opinion of a trade union in written form
should be presented to the relevant organ of authority or administration in the
course of one month. Failure to present an opinion 'oy that deadline is considered
as failure to use the right of expressing opinion by a trade union.

5. In case of a difference of opinion, an organ of local authority or
administration is obliged to take a, stance on the postulates or opinions of a
trade union and notify a union in written form about its stance and justification.

6. In matters specified in item 1 a trade union ha.s the right to express its
opinion in public. Trade unions are guaranteed the right to present their opinions
at a session of a. relevant commission of the Sejm or the people's council and its
organs.

Art. 22

1. Trade unions have the right to come out with, a Motion on issuing or amending
a legal act pertaining to the rights and interests of the working people and their
families. Art. 21 item 6 is applied accordingly.

2. An organ of administration to which a motion has been submitted is obliged
within one month to present to a trade union its stance towards the motion, as well
as its justification if the stance is negative.

Art. 23

1. Trade unions have the right to conclude collective labour agreements on
national scale. The agreements cover all employees of a particular branch of
labour irrespective of union membership.
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2. In branches of labour not covered by collective agreements the conditions^
of labour a.nd wages are settled following agreement with trade unions.

Art. 24

1. Trade unions exercise social control over the working and living conditions
of employees and their families as well as over the observance of employee rights.

2. If in matters specified in item 1 a trade union considers that the procedure
of a.n organ of state or economic rdmini strati on is incompatible with the Isw or
violates the principles of social justice, a, union may intervene with a releva.no
organ end demand elimination of a stated irregularity. A relevant organ is
obliged to grant a reply within two weeks. A negative reply requires justification.

Art. 25

Trode unions have the right to assess the working, living find remuneration
conditions of employees. To this end trade unions are ensured full information
on the social and economic situation on nations!, voivodship and enterprise
scale with a reservation that trade unions are obliged to preserve state, economic
and official secret.

Art. 26

Trade unions have the right to carry out within their own scope research
in fields covered by statutory activity, in particular statistical studies,
analysis of price a.nd wage indices as well as other factors of working end living
conditions.

Art. 27

Tra.de unions co-operate with Labour Inspection and other orga.ns supervising
the health protection of employees and observance of the labour law, in particular
regulations and principles of work safety and hygiene.

Art. 28

Trade unions have the right to conduct their own publishing activity for aims
of union work as well as educational anH cultural activity. They also have the
right to present union issues in the mass media generally accessible to citizens
a.nd their organizations in accordance with regulations on the operation of the
mas s medi a.

Art. 29

1. Organs of state and economic administration are obliged to create conditions
facilitating trade unions the implementation of their rights, and in particular
to inform them about matters covered ''oy trevde union activity and give them access
to documentation pertaining to employee issues, with a reservation that they are
obliged to preserve stc.te, economic and official secret.
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2. An enterprise is obliged to grcnt an unpaid leave to an employee called to
perform a union function basing on the principles and node specified by the
Labour Code.

3. A director of an enterprise is obliged to relievo an employee of professions!
work while preserving his right to remuneration for the tine necessary to perform
a temporary action connected with his union function if it cennot bo performed
during free time.

Chapter l\

Factory Union Organization

Art. 30

1. The tacks of trade unions in an enterprise are performed "ay enterprise union
organizations operating through their statutory organs.

2. The scope of activity of enterprise union organizations includes in particular;

(1) to take a stance on all individual mailers of employees within a scope
stipulated by regulations of the labour low,

(2) to take a stance towards a director of an enterprise and an organ of
personnel self-government on matters pert, ining to the rights end interests
of enterprise personnel, and in particular while settling Irbour
regulations; bonus and award regulations, work timetable, leave timetable,
?s well as social, living and cultural needs of personnel,

(3) to co-operate with an. enterprise director in matters concerning the
raising of professional qualifications by employees, development of
rationalization and employee inventions end shaping of principles of
social co-existence in an enterprise,

(4) to exercise control over the observance of regulations of the labour law,
and in pa.rticu.lar regulations and principles of work safety and hygiene,
as well as to direct the activity of the Social Labour Inspection and
co-operate in this scope with the State Labour Inspection,

(5) to deal with the living, social and cultural natters of old-age and
disabili by pensioners.

3. The execution of rights of enterprise union organizations occurs basing on the
principles and mode specified by the Labour Code, the present law and other legrl
regulations.

Art. 31

1. In a work estEbliahment in whirh more than one trade union organization
operates each of them fulfils its functions, mentioned in Art. 30 item 2 point 1
in relation to its members.
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2. In cases defined in item 1, trade union organizations my agree that the
functions defined in Art. 50 item 2 Till be fulfilled "by £ joint trade union
representabion to the extent envisaged in the agreement.

3. An employee who is not a trade union member may point the trade union
organization in his work establishment for the defence of his interests, subject
to the organisation's consent expressed in advance.

Art. 52

1. The manager of work establishment is duty bound to provide the trade unions
in the work establishment with office space and technical means facilitating
their proper functioning.

2. Following a motion of the factory trade union organisation the manager of the
work establishment is duty bound to gram; unpaid leave to the employee appointed
to fulfil elected functions in the factory tra,de union organization. The work
establishment owes to the employee ell benefits stemming from his lobour relation
with the exception of the right to remuneration owed under the labour contract.

Chapter rj

Collective Disputes. The Right to Strike

Art. 33

In case of a collective dispute appropriate organs of trade unions and
administration are duty bound to start immediate negotiations to solve the dispute.

Art. 3/1

1. Should the negotiations fell fco settle the dispute, either of the parties
involved may demand that reconciliatory procedure be launched. The procedure
is conducted by a. commission appointed for the purpose which includes six persons
named by either of the parties in equal number.

2. Under this procedure the dispute should be settled within seven days - in case
of a dispute involving one work establishment (a factory dispute) and within
10 days - in case of a. dispute extending beyona the matters of a single work
establishment (suprafactory dispate).

3. The settlement of a dispute is done by way of an agreement binding to both
parties. In case of failure to reach an agreement the commission writes out a
record of differences pointing to the stances adopted by the parties involved.

Art. 35

1. If the suprafoctory dispute is not eolvod according to the procedure defined
in Art. 33 and 34 the parties involved are duty bouncl to submit it for settlement
by the Supreme Court Social Arbitration Council, in cases of factory disputes
they are submitted to the Social Arbriiration Councils at District Labour and
Social Security Courts.
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2. The council includess the chairman - appointed "by the president of the court
from among the court' a judges - end six members, appointed "by "both parties at the
rate of three each. The partiers involved should aim at pointing out persons who
are not directly interested, in settling jhe case.

3. The president of the court defines immediately the date of the session and
notifies the parties involved or their representatives.

4. Should the settlement of a dispute require special information, the council
may seek the opinion of experts.

5. The council's judgement is passer' by a majority of votes. iJnless either of
the parties involved decides otherwise before submitting the dispute for settlement
at the council, the judgement is binding to both parties.

6. The Council of State will establish, in the form of regulations, the procedures
to be applied rt the Social Arbitration Council.

Art. 36

1. Trade unions have the right to organize strikes according to principles defined
In the present Chapter.

2. Trade unions con also undertake other forms of protest which do not violate
the legal order and the principles of social co-existence.

Art. 37

1. The strike consists in employees1 volurtarily refraining from doing their work
in order to protect the economic and social interests of a given group of employees.

2. Strike is an ultimate measure &no crnnot be announced prior to exhausting the
possibilities of settling the dispute iv keeping -,ti tn the principles defined in
Art. 33-35» This does not refer to strikes launched in connection with failure
to execute the council's judgement mentioned in Art. 35 •

3. While taking the decision on launching a strike, a trade union organ takes into
consideration the commensurabili t,y of demands with losses connected with the strike.

4« Strikes are inadmissible If settling individual disputes is possible by way of
a judgement passed hy a body exanirmg disputes involving vindications of employees.

5. Strikes of political character are Inadmissible,

Art. 38

1. The strike is announced by a factory trade union organ following the approval
of a majority of the crew, granted in a secret ballot, and consent of a superior
organ of the union. Participation in the voting is voluntary.
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2. Suprafactory strikes are announced "by organs of the union mentioned In the
statute, in keeping with principles defined in item 1.

5. Participation in strikes is voluntary. One cannot "be forced to participate
or to refuse to participate in a strike. No obstacles must be made for undertaking
work if there are conditions for undertaking it by employees who do not participate
in the strike or gave up their participation in it.

/|. Strikes arc announced at least so-rsn days in advance; the manager of the
work establishment is notified ,-bout the f^ct.

5. If the dispute concerns the content of the collective labour agreement or
other agreements^ the strike cannot bo announced prior to the collective agreement's
expiry or before the deailine for implonentttion of its provisions defined in the
agreement.

Art. 39

1. Strike organizers are duty bound to ensure, together with the work
establishment management, protection to the property during strike and
uninterrupted work of installations and equipment the stopping of which may
constitute a throat to human life or health or cause irreparable loss.

2. The manager of the work establishment must not be limited by strike organizers
in fulfilling his duties during tb i strike.

3' Organizing, conducting and participating in a strike or a protest action does
not relieve one from penal responsibility for the violation of law and especially
for illegal annexation or use of property, forcing another person with violence
of Illegal threat to give up, undertaking or doing his job or for making it
impossible or difficult for the work establishment's manager to fulfil his duties.

Art. AO

1. The right to strike in toot vested I'ith worker? employed in military units
and state enterprises subordinated to the T^inister of National Defense and the
Minister of Internal Affairs, defence industry enterprises (departments and
divisions), organisational units subordinated to the Minister of Internal Affairs
and prison administration, fire fighting officers as well as workers holding posts
directly connected with defence and security of tho state;; in work establishments
producing, storing and supplying food as well as in health service and social care
establishments, in chemist's shops, as veil ac in education and upbringing centres.

2. The right to strike is not; vested with employees of state administration,
banks, courts and prosecutors' offices, workers employed at oil and gas pipelines
as well as in servicing transit lines, installations connected with ensuring
internstional traffic and oonmunirrtione and the lattor's transit service,
installations ensuring the functioning of international and inter-city communications;
to those employed in speclel service conir.unicatlon&, radio and television transmitters
and broadcasting stations? servicing the installations in road and air transport.
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3. In the Polish State Railways Enterprise as wall as in other transport
enterprises; in organizational units of the communications, enterprises supplying
the population xrith water, electric energy, heating and gas, it is necessary to
ensure indispensable services concerning the defence capacity and security of the
state rnd "basic needs of the population. For this purpose, strike organizers
are duty bound to co-operate with the work establishment managers and heads of
local state adminiaeration as well as with appropriate military organs. The
opinion of a military organ as to the reeds in the realm, of national defence
and security of the state is binding.

Art. /;1

The execution of the right to strike does not relieve work enterprises and
their employees from obligations stemning from the regulations on the general
duty of defending the Polish People's Republic.

Art. /j 2

A strike may be preceded by a warning strike. The warning strike should be
confined to an indispensable period of tine and it cannot last longer than two
hours.

Art. 45

A strike is prohibited at work enterprises located in an area where a state of
natural calamity has been declared - from the noment of its declaration.

Art. 44

Participation in a strike organised under the provisions of the previous
articles does not imply the violation of employees' duties and cannot result in
negative consequences for the strikers. This also concerns the participation in
other forms of protest, which are discussed under Art. 36 item 2,

Art. Ar)

1. During a strike, organised under the previous articles, an employee preserves
the right to social insurance benefits and other benefits stemming from the work
contract, except the right to remuneration.

2. Trade unions and their associations may form a strike fund and decide upon
its use. This fund does not undergo seizure, and trade unions may cover from it
the compensation of the remuneration lost by the strikers.

3. A work enterprise is obliged to pay the equivalent of a lost remuneration
to an employee who did not take part in a strike, but Those work performance was
disturbed by the strike.
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Chapter 6

Responsibility for the Violation of the
Provisions of the Leu

Art. 46

Whoever in connection with the post held or function performed does not
fulfil the duty or otherwise violates the provisions of the lav is liable for
a fine of up to 50,000 slotys.

Art. /17

Whoever leads a. strike organized contrary to the provisions of the present
Law is liable for a penalty of up to one year's imprisonment,, restraint of the
freedom of movement or a fine of up to 30*000 zlotyr.

Art. 48

1. Upon finding out that r given organ of a trade union conducts activity in
glaring contradiction to the provisions of the Lev, the Voivodship Court in Warsaw
fixes a three months' period for adjusting the activity of that orgen to the
regulations in force. Judiciary procedure is initiated upon a motion of the
Prosecutor General of the Polish People's Republic.

2, In case the period mentioned under Item 1 runs out -without effect, the
Voivodship Court in Warsaw can;

(1) pronounce a fine of up to 5O5OOO zlotys individually imposed on each
member of a given trade union organ,

(2) request tlie relevant authorities of the union to hold in a fixed time
new elections to the orgen of the union nsr.tioned under item 1 on pain
of suspending xhe activity of thtt organ.

3- If the measures determined under iten 2 prove ineffective or if the trade union
conducts activity contrary to the Constitution cf the Polish People's Republic and
other laws, the Voivodship Court in Warsax/, upon a notion of the Prosecutor General
of the Polish People's Republic, passes a judgement on crossing the tra.de union
out from the register of trade unions.

The trade union crossed out from the register cf trade unions under item 3
has the obligation of a immediate renunciation of its activity, and within three
months at the most since xhe judgement on crossing it out from the register of
trade unions becomes legally valid bo Gerry out its liquidation In r manner
provided for in the statute.

5. Provisions of Art. 19 Item 5 are suitably applied in matters mentioned
under item 1-4.
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Clirpter 7

Provisional and Final Regulations

Art. AT)

Whenever organs of economic administration are mentioned in the Law this
includes respectively also the manager or owner of a work enterprise.

Art. 50

The rights of the relevant trade union "bodies provided for in legal
regulations are transferred to relevant trade union organs set up under the
present Lav and the statutes of trade unions.

Art. 51

1. Employees' roliof-and-loan funds are formed in socialized work enterprises,
to which all employees as well as old-age and disability pensioners may belong
regardless of trade union neribership. Social control over the funds is performed
by trade unions.

2. The principles of organisation and functioning of those funds, their outline
statute and the duties of work enterprises vu.ll be determined by the
Minister of Labour, Wages and. Social Affairs in collaboration with the
President of the National Bank of Poland and upon consultation with trade unions.

3. Relief-and-loan funds in existence ax the moment the present Law comes into
effect will adjust their activity co the principles provided for in the regulations
issued under item 2 over the period of six months from the date of the Law cooing
into effect.

Art. 52

Registrations of trade unions effected before the date of the present Law
coming into effect lose their legal validity.

Art. 53

1. The starting up of trade union activity will take pla.ee at the following dates:

(1) after 31 Deoenber, 1932 by trade union organizations in work enterprises -
not earlier than after their statutes are registered by voivodship courts,

(2) after 31 December, 1933 by nationwide trade union organizations,

(3) after 31 December, IJQA by inter-union associations and organisations.

2. In the period up to 31 December, 19^3 provisions of Art. 17, second clause,
and Art. 19 item A point ? are not applied to trrde union organizations in
work enterprises.
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Z- I'He registration organ for organizations mertioned under item 1 point 2 and 3
,- '.ho. V i ' ncl,,1" .'D ' jvr t i', rscV.

/ . By â,;y of r decree Hi 3 0-̂ j :~il of 3 late - i l l determine the principle and
uanncr o" the "ppl icat ior ^1 Mao pro^i >ions of i t eu 1, .-ith • reservation that
in chj bx>ensi Lionel orrio - p to 31 Doc-on H or, \)0A < no trado union organization
operates in c uor'c c r ' i c rpr i"3 .

' j . In jus t i f ieo ,,cf on trie wuinoil of bt^te nay shorten the period lefined
"jnder iben 1 po_i i>t 2 r,,n'J 3 <"n well cs iben / .

f. After a porio ' of Ji :'3e yexrs fro^i th^ date of thic- Lai; rowing in to effect ,
tVio Oouncjl of S-jfie, upon coajulb; Lion ^-ith trade union?;, \d.ll assess bhe course
of the implementation of b"nc hr-,- end i' i-e^ 1 to u i l l in^bxate i t s amendment.

Art . 34

1. The property of an as&ociation OL trade unions and the property of trade
unions in existence before the dete of this Law coming into effect, for the
transitional period will bo burned over under -oroviaional administration, the
organization and functions will be determined by the Council of Ministers by way
of s decree.

2. The principles and mode of transferring the property mentioned under iten 1
to trade unionc ;TX11 be determine! by the Council of Ministers by way of a decree -
upon consulting the opinion of Lrade unions formed after the date of this Law
coming into effect.

Art. 3:

The following acts lose their validity;

(1) decree of 6 February, l?/5 on the formation of Works' Councils
(1)7.IT. F0.8, ixem 36 end of 19/17 !To.2A, item 92),

(2) la-r of 1 July, 1949 on trade unions (lU.U. No.^l, item ?93 and of
1930 No.??, item 33),

(3) lav of 6 Ilay, 1901 on the registration of inter-union organizations
(]>.J. Jo.llr item 5_),

(4.) law of ̂  Hay, 19CI on bra.de unions of private farmers (Dz.U. lo.ll,
item 50) .

Art. 5^

The Le% comes into effect on the date of announcement.
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ANNEX III

RADIO AND TELEVISION ADDRESS DELIVERED BY ARMY GENERAL WOJCIECH JARUZELSKI

LD121928 Warsaw Domestic Service in Polish 1830 GUT 12 December 1^82.

[Radio and television address delivered bv Army General kojciech Jaruzelski,
chairman of the Military Council of National Salvation and first secretary of the
PZPR Central Committee on 12 December - live or recorded]

[Text] Citizens of the Polish Peoples' Republici Difficult years are behind us.
Poland has been going through a difficult time. Tnese difficulties have brougnt
internal perplexity. In a dangerous way this difficult time has weakened the link
which united Poles in ^ront o^ t**> neatest danger th?t occurred in centuries. I
shall not recall those pre-December days. We all remember them. Nothing can conceal
the merciless meaning of the events which book place then. In politics and in the
lives of nations only facts really count™ Exactly one year ago martial law was
introduced. Some call it war. Yes, it really han been and is a war for maintaining
and continuing the socialist statehood, for saving the withering economy, and for the
irreversibility of the line of reforms and renewal. The year which has passed was a
great test. We have passed that test.

This test was passed by the party, the people's power and all citizens who
understood the supreme raison d'etat. There are many forces in Poland that met with
defeat ~ internal and external forces. However, there is only one victor - the Polish
nation. This is the truth about the year that has passed.

The worst is already behind us, but the read ahead for Poland is still not an
easy one. One cannot emerge immediately from such a profound crisis. However, we
can see brighter horizons. It is with this thought in mind that we stand on the
verge of the new year. We were moderate in spplying the rigors of martial law.
We began to ease them and lift them relatively soon -~ almost immediately. Ue
counted on the fact that it would be possible to end martial law earlier. The
fundamental condition here was public caln. Alas, not infrequently there have been
the well-known disruptions. Despite this, the -situation in the country was steadily
getting better. November and the latest period broughc about further tangible
progress. The patriotism shown by the public, the wisdom and attitude of the
working class resulted in the fact that the appeals of the enemy fell on deaf ears.
Favourable trends began to ta><e root in the economy. Order and observance of the
law are getting stronger. This makes it possible to reply in 'one positive to the
appeal of the Patriotic Movement for National Rebirth and to otner social initiatives
aimed in the same direction.

Citizens, the Military Council of National Salvation is of the opinion that
conditions have occurred to suspend [zawieszenie] martial law. I wish to state
this precisely today - on the eve of the first anniversary of the introduction of
martial Daw. The suspension of martial law means that its fundamental rigors will
cease to function by the end of 1^02. Only such regulations as those which directly
protect the fundamental interests of the State, creating a protective shield for
the economy and increase the personal safety of the citizens, should remain in force
in total or to a limited extent as a temporary measure.
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Mot one restriction more than is absolutely essential should be maintained,
but at the same time, not one less. Detailed proposals will be put before the
Sejm during tomorrow's session. This will be a significant step toward completely
lifting [zniesieni.e] martial law. I'e desire this intention to be fulfilled in tne
realistically most immediate future ['.? realnie bliskeij perspektywie]. One cannot
just jump into complete normalization. One has to make one's way toward it step
by step, consistently, with joint efforts because the activities of the opponent
have not halted. Hopes stili endure i'ov a second stage of the struggle against the
socialist State. The national economy which is being regenerated requires certain
means of protection. The public is calling for the fignt against crime to be
stepped up.

Research into public opinion indicates its growing alarm over the possibility
of a premature lifting Lzniesienie] of martial law or of some of its restrictions.
Thus, we cannot yet afford to relinquish all the extraordinary means. He did not
avail ourselves of martial law in order to ruin today what we have managed to
achieve this year through such toil and efforts by millions of Poles.

I make no promises. But I do make one promise; Anarchy will not be allowed
to enter Poland. Let no one in Poland or abroad cherish illusions for even a moment
that the current decisions make a further round possible. I am not wasting words
with this warning. Let all those who calculate that they will be able to sow
confusion once again consider this well.

Women, men, soldiers 1 The scope of the presence of the armed forces in the life
of tne country will change. The Military Council of National Salvation, vacating
the function of the administrator of martial law, becomes the guarantor of a secure
passage'from the suspension [zawieszenie] of this State to its complete lifting
[zniesienie].

There will be a considerable decrease in the number of military commissars.
They will remain only in the most important, key sectors of State and economic life.
As normalization permits, their activity will be further limited. The role of
the Polish Army iLl this difficult oeriod jf our history wiix be evaluated by the
Sejm and by society. The soldiers of the armed forces do their duty not for
promotion, decorations or awards. They have served the homeland well. To benefit
the country and societ/, their responsible, often tnsnkless duty is carried out by
officials of tne Citizen's Militia and the security service. They deserve words of
sincere recognition.

>fe are living at a time of increased tensions, of dangers evoked by imperialism.
Our Polish affairs are not being played out in an empty arena. The quicker we
achieve equilibrium, tne greater .Mill be our contribution to the cause of peace in
Europe. Poland has ceased to be a potential source of conflict. The point is now
for her again to become a permanent factor in international co-operation and
stabilization.

l?e have endursd boycott, restrictions, the massed fire of provocative
propaganda. The United States Government and some of its clients have been shown
conclusively the bankruptcy of attempts to interfere in Polandvsinternal affairs.
It is not there and not in that way chat Poland's fate will De decided. They will
be decided only here, on the Vistula and Oder.
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The Sejtn has not yet made a decision on martial law and already we have
heard the voice of the uninvited foreign commentator. He knows best what Poland
needs. We have given enough proof that we will not leave the chosen path. We
will act in accordance with one signpost only. It is the good of the nation, of
socialist Polish statehood. Those who so bitterly strike at that good will be
answered by us with the appropriate decisions.

The past year once again showed the importance of our alliances, the importance of
aid extended to us by our Soviet friends. The saying: One for all, all for one,
proved to be true. In the mutual interdependence of the national interests of
each socialist country with the interests cf the socialist community as a whole
lies the strength and the oower of resistance of all its members.

Citizens: A new period is starling in the life of Poland, the period of
suspension of martial law. We want to efficiently utilize it, to consolidate the
progress hitherto achieved, to overcome the most acute shortcomings, to draw
conclusions from our own errors and weaknesses, and to consolidate the guarantee
that there won't be any more crises in Poland.

What is in store for us during this period? !Je shall have, above all, a great,
common duty of consolidating the socialist State. The State that has been saved from
disint-egration and is recovering its forces can and must creatively digest and
actively utilize the various forms of socialist democracy and self-government that
are widely developing. We also expect that this will be a period of revival and
development of independent, self-governing trade unions and their acquisition of
a proper position. The party, the people's power, will show full understanding and
goodwill to them. We must also continue to bring order into the national economy
and heal it, to offensively overcome the crisis. Industry must maintain the
rhythm of increasing production. Agriculture must overcome the difficulties of
the period preceding next year's harvest.

hitherto applied mechanisms of the economic reform will be corrected in
accordance with the experiences of its first, experimental year. The workers'
self-management must be finally created and settle down to its work.

People are experiencing difficult tines. Efforts aimed at alleviating such
difficulties in their everyday lives will be continued; efforts to prevent unbridled
inflation and to categorically counteract occurrences of social injustice will be
continued. More strengent legal means for combating wastage and bad management
will be introduced. Authorities will be using those measures witn full resoluteness.
k great task of rebuilding the trust and consolidating tne link between people's
authority with the public is awaiting us - especially with the working class. We
are not forgetting social agreements. We all should persist in learning the
difficult art of sincere and constructive dialogue, of mutual contact and consultation.
Such an atmosphere must be created; such conditions must be created so that every
citizen who is aware and hard-working will feel that he is a real comaster in his
factory and in his country. An additional, higher level of work, making the apparatus
of power more effective and modern, is awaiting us. The past year has brought many
beneficial changes as far as this is concerned. However, there is still a lot to be
done. The law concerning employees of State offices will soon come into force.
Rational principles of cadres policy will be introduced. The comprehensive system of
control will be regulated. Institutions of public service should treat the needs
and worries of citizens with greater sensitivity.
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A decisive and more effective struggle with social evil is awaiting us. Mew
legal instruments will make it possible to combat in a more severe manner crimes
that threaten the lives, health, property of citizens: profiteering, bribes, and
tax frauds. Laws aimed against the most painful social plagues have come into
force or will be introduced shortly - against the plagues that are an insult to
morality and justice. In combating demoralisation, the co-operation of the
entire.public is necessary. Tnis can also be one of the broad platforms of
co-operation with the church and of activity of milieus that shape opinions,
[srodowiska opinio-tworcze] I have presented the key tasks for the period of the
suspension of martial law L zawieszenie stanu wojennego]. The better we cope
together with those, the quicker full normalization will occur.

Polish men and women: There are unresolved matters amongst us. There is
still a lot of doubt and bitterness.

Every day of the week is difficult. The question is often asked: What road
are v/e to take, how are we to emerge from this? »Je need a certain amount of time to
gradually disentangle our Polish affairs, and to improve the conditions of life.
Fe also need strenuous work; we need mutual trust.

It is the party and its ninth congress that charted the road leading to this goal.
There is no turning back, fron this roaa, nor will there be. The time has come to
construct institutional foundations for national accord. It is not as if we had to
speak with one voice, all of us, regarding each individual matter. A new d-emocraiic
forum, the Patriotic itovement for National Rebirth, is coming into being. Its
national Council will soon start its work. Uext year the first congress of this
movement could take place. One can expect that an original programme, ore that
accords with social expectations, will be worked out.

Only those w'ro wish to oe our enemies, are "che enemy. We will be impatient in the
face of evil, but we will be patient in the face of douots expressed by human beings.
I address myself now to those who in tre past year did not find a pla-ce for themselves.
I also speak to those who are still groping their way in the blind alleys of the
underground. The suspension of martial law gives another chance. Internment will
cease to be applied. Socially justified amnesties are envisaged. If need be the
people's power is severe. Uhen it is possible, it is understanding, Maybe more
was expected from today. .Vlaybe there were those who counted on sensational
statements.

However, I think iu is better that we should go about resolving Polish affairs
in a realistic and prudent manner, that we should discuss them calmly, in an ordinary
way.

When emotions give way to the desire for peace and normal life we can speak with
greater confidence of our tomorrow. It is on this that we build our hopes, accords,
confidence ia our own resources.

One year ago I appealed to you, dear fellow countrymen, to be ready to do without
things, to take part in saving the fatherland. You have .shown your understanding,
for which today I wish to thank you. ;fe hav« proved ourselves equal to the hour of
national trial. i/Je will prove ourselves equal to the tasks of the future.
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ANNEX IV

LAW

of 18 December 1982

on specific legal regulations during the period
on suspension of martial law

Chapter 1

GENERAL REGULATIONS

Art. 1

1, The suspension of martial law declared with a view to the security of the State
effects the non-aoplication oT the restrictions provided for in the decree of
12 December 1981 on martial law (Dz. U. No.29, iterr* 151, and of 1932 No, 3, item 18)
in the following scone:

(1) preventive measures in the form of internment specified in Art. 42-45?
the relevant decisions become invclid on the aay of suspension of
martial law

(2) limitations in the freodon of travd on the territory of tne State and
trie duties of citizens connected with those limitations as specified
in Art. 8-12

(3) the duty to obtain specific permissions for organizing and holding
rallies, artistic, entertaini.iunt and soorts events, as well as money
collections as specified in Art,, 13

(4) the rizbt to strikes and protests carried out in accordance with the
provisions of the laws in force, as specified in Art. 14

(5) suspension of the activity of associations, trade unions, unions and
social and professional organizations, as specified in Art. 15

(6) suspension of the activity of organs of worker self •governments in
State enterprises, as specified in >j>-t. 16

(11 censorshio of mail and telecommunication, as we]1 as monitoring telephone
conversations, as specified in Art, 18

(C) ban on taking photographs anc1 filu and T>f pictures, as well as on using
specific bridges and uniforms, as specifl.jo in Art. 20 and Art, 22

(9) principles of special duties of the State administration and the national
economy durinn; martial b M anf' of tho relevant ci\ic duties, as specified
in Art. 2S> Al and taking into consideration further provisions of this
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2, The suspension of -nartiai law also causes a limitation 01" the scope of
summary procedure, mentioned in oh a 'kcre^ of 12 Deceisocr 1981 on particular
proceedings in cases involving' crimes aic ofionces during nartial law
(Dz. u. No. 29, item 156), as well as t*i * scone of tne extended competence of
nilatary courts, mentioned in M e -ipcr* J ->f 12 December 198l on regulating to
military courts cases m'oLur', cti tain crmes zriO on changing the system of
military courts and military organisational ent'tios of the Public Prosecutor s
Office of the Polish People s Tepuhl<c V L I I rca? txal law (D?. U. No. 29, item
exclusively for deilmi? rfith cases invoJv.ns; ernes hereinafter specified in the

of thii lav;

5 6y way of 1 resolution, the C O J ^ C 1 of StiU on the notion of tne Council of
Mnxsters n\j also suspend tne application of othe" restrictions of "aartiai law
than toose =13 mentioned in ltei-. 1 uitr- a v- -=\' to t u security of i/ne State, specified
in tne legal regulations pertaining to partial \i\ = The resolution of the Council
of State is suu iact to publication in the J-^v^inik Ubti» (Journal of Law; of the
Polish People's flepjblic and to publication in the aass media

Chapter 2

SPECIFIC REGULATIONS FOR THE PERIOD Of J.LE
SUSPENSION J. FAnTl.r Ul

Art. 2

1 In VJUW of the nee-'? of the d^f^nce of tn ,̂ Stat^, and the mtds of the national
aconooy anc' tn^. oo^ulatjon, c(nploy-v s on sov ie t m hiilitarized um ts wbcrj
militarization was lifted in t«j oeriod of t ie suspension of nartcoJ 1-iw, may
terminate their e.nplovment contract only by fore, of in agreement oetween the
ormioy^r anc cae . iioloyoo. An cnnlo ree >s onti t1 od to appeal tn j decision of an
enterprise manaM r̂, i'ho rofa^^s to t-rmm^tc a" employ-iont contract, to an o^gan
supervising tae ontarpriso.

2. Ministers, hoads of c^nvral oific^s, VOLVO S and , nvors of voivodsrn n ci t ies
determine the l i s t of cnt DrcM cos touai'ds rfiich tn^ jrcr'/is^ns of item L are
applied„

û The Council of fHnistors ray extend the bind'ng force of the provisions of
iten i to v2ntei-pr:scs producing; °;ood£- cov Ted b\r ooeritionai programmes and to
enterprises fulfil l ing tasks witn wiicn they ha/e been charged on the basis of
Art. 54 of the liw of 2^ September 193 L on Stat- cnterpri?cs (Dz U ^JO. 24,
item 122)

4. failure to do one s job bv an omploya, who has be n refused by an enterprise
nanagor raentjoned in lttrrs 1 j , the ta^umation of the e^olovraent contract by
force of tne agreement between t ic e^oio/er nnd tne employao involves cons^auences
whicn the regulations of the labour low ,n<i this ]i/ ' IJ.IK with abandoning ;orK b'
an urinloyee

Art» 5

1, In case of oarticuls1^ economic aru social needs of m entero^ifie "nore
militarization was lifted during the porioa of arr t iai 111 , ?nd of an enterprise
producing goods cover.0 iy oporatjonni nrograrrmijs a^ w L̂] as f'.if • l] - .if tasks with
i»hich tiioy \et-c chc.r~jd on tn basis o<" Art 54 of th Jaw liertionon 1-1 Art, 2
it hi ^? •> oioyees of thosv. ^iitor ; "is^s miy o ob^^ec1 ŷ tnr enterprise manager to
or'rform \>c rV v, > on "ixi not u '̂cc. d i6 < i" « ^ *? • ^^c 3 aours - .lav, an3ess the
ô* cific i'^-ui-if^ii 01' i.'i ic1 IW pro.*iJ ~ f y •• lom.r
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2. work performed in the uncerstanding of item 1 in excess of the normal worktime
determined in accordance with tne universally binding or soecific regulations of the
labour lav; constitutes overtime work. This regulation does not violate the specific
principles of remuneration for work done during days off.

Art. 4

1. An enployee of a cocializec enterprise, with whom the enterprise has terminated
the employment contract without notice through the fault nf the employee, or who has
abandoned work in the oeriod of the suspension cf martial law, is entitled in a new
enterprise to the lowest rate of basic remuneration according to the personal wage
rate on tne post occupied, providing that the total remuneration in comparable
conditions cannot be higher than the latest one; promotion to higher groups of basic
remuneration may occur not earlier than aftor having worked at least for one year.

2. Termination of the employment contract witn an employee, in the way mentioned
in item 1, involves consequences which the regulations of the labour law and thi3
law link with abandoning work by an employee.

3. A socialized enterprise may establish an emoloyment contract witn a person
intending to tatce up work in that enterprise onljr upon the latter fs prior presentation
of " certificate of employment in the enterprise of prior employment.

4. The regulation of item 3 does not apply to persons being employed for the first
time.

5- A manager of a socialized enterprise, or another person acting on behalf of an
enterprise, who violates the regulations of items I or 3 is subject to a fine from
10,000 to 20,000 zlotys. Verdicts in those cases are pronounced according to the
regulations on proceedings in cases involving offences.

Art. 5

1. Participation during tne period of the suspension of martial law in strikes,
protests or rallies held against the provisions of the binding legal regulations,
disturbance of order in an enterprise constituts a severe violation by an employee
of basic employee duties, which justifies tho termination ox' an employment contract
hy an enterprise without notice through tne fault of ~M employee, irrespective of
the loRal basis of the establishment of tho employment; contract. Committing those
sections by a student on or outside the premises of a higher school is a serious
violation of student duties, which justifies expulsion from school.

2. entitled to terminate an employment contract with an eKployee in cases
specified in ite. • 1 is an enterprise manager employing the employee, or another
organ when the termination jn accordance with the regulations in force is up to
the latter, entitled to relegate - student from - higher school is the latter'3
rector.

3- Termination of an employment contract or relegation frori a higher scnool in the
understanding of item 2 occurs aft-r conducting in explanatory procedure. In tnose
cases the specific regulations concerning the procedure of termination of employment
contracts and relegation from higher schools, as well as regulations pertaining to
disciolinary procedure are not applied.
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Art. 6

1. By way of a decree, the Minister of Labour, Wages and Social Affairs determines
the detailed principles and course of procedure in cases mentioned in Art. 2-5, and
principles of labour exchange with respect to persons who abandoned work or with whom
an employment contract was terminated through the employee's fault, as well as
principles of comparability of remunerations, mentioned in Art. 4> item 1.

2. Entitled to the powers, mentioned in item 1, with respect to employees of higher
schools is the Minister of Science, Higher Education and Technology, who acts in
those cases in agreement with the ministers and heads of central offices supervising
higher schools.

3- 3y way of a decree, the Minister of Science, Higher Education and Technology, in
agreement with'the ministers and heads of central offices supervising higher schools,
determines the detailed principles and course of procedure in cases of violation by
higher school students of the regulation of Art. 5, item 1.

Art. 7

1. Organs of worker self-governments in State enterprises, soecified in the
regulations of the law of 25 September 1981 on the worker self-government of a State
enterprise (Dz. U. No. 24, item 123) and elected on its basis begin their activity
basing on the decisions of the founding organ issued not later than three months since
the day of the suspension of martial law.

2. During the period of the suspension of martial law, directors in enterprises,
whore regulations of Art. 2, items 1 and 2 ar.e applied, are appointed and recalled by
founding organs; the application of the regulations of Art. 34 and 37 >̂f the law of
25 September 198I on State enterprises (Dz. U. Mo. 24, item 122) in its section
concerning the submitting of an objection by an employee council to the appointing and
recalling of enterprise directors is also suspended in those enterprises.

3- If the activity of the organs of worker self-government in State enterprises
violates the legal order Or the basic social interests, the founding organ suspends
the activity of the organs of worker self-government in State enterprises for a
definite time, but not longer than six months. During the suspension of the activity
of the organs of worker self-government, fieir competences are carried out by a
director of a State enterprise. Resumption of the activity of the organs of worker
self-government may occur before the termination of the suspension and following new
elections to those organs.

4- In the period of the suspension of martial law, an objection raised by the orgin
of worker self-government or by a manager of a State enterprise against the decisions
taken towards the enterprise by the contro organ, as mentioned in Art. 57 of the law
under item 2, does not withhold the execution of such decision.

Art. 3

Associations, unions as well as social and professional organizations, the
activity of which was suspended on the day of suspension of martial law, resume
their activity in a period of time determined by the organ which effected the
suspension, but not longer than six months since the suspension of martial law.
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Art. 9

1. For the time of the suspension of martial law maintained are the restrictions
being in force on the day of its suspension concerning the freedom of using foreign
currency accounts of physical persons •» convertible foreign currency residents.

2. Tne Minister of Finance, by means of a decree, may ease the restrictions as
mentioned under iten 1.

Art. 10

During the period of the suspension of martial lav/, subject to summary proceedings
before courts and military courts, as mentioned in the regulations of Chapter 1 of the
decree of 12 December 1981 on particular proceedings in cases involving crimes and
offences committee! while martial law was in force (Dz. U. No. 29, point 156}, are
exclusively cases of offences:

(1) against basic economic interests of the State as stipulated in Art. 127,
Art. 13" and Art. 135> paragraoh i and 2 of the Penal Code, as well as
offences committed under conditions inentioned in Art. 33, paragraph 2 as
stipulated in Art. 74> paragraph 2, Art. 75? oarigrapn 2 and Art. 76,
paragraoh 2 of the Penal Revenue Law. 26 Cctooor 1971 (Dz. li. No. 28,
iten 260, of 1975 No. 16 iten 91 and Mo. 45 item 254, ?nd of 1976 No. 19
item 122) ;

(2) against the life and health of nan as stipulated ii Art. 148, paragraph i,
Art. 158, paragrapn 3 as well as Art. 159 of the Penal Codo;

(3) against property as stipulated in Art. 201 and 202, Art. 208-211, Art. 212,
paragraph 2 as well as Art. 215, paragraph 2 of the Penal Code;

(4) against economic activity as stipulated in Art. 220, Art. 221, paragraph 4
as well as Art. 223, paragraph 3 of the Penal Code.

Art. 11

1. During the period of the suspension of martial law, subject to an extended
comoetence of military courts, as mentioned in the regulations of Chapter I of the
decree of 12 December 198.I on relegating cases involving some offences to the
comoetence of military courts as well as on the change of tnc systera of military
courts and military organizational entities of t'nc Prosecutor's Office of the
Polish People's Republic during martial law being in force (Dz. U. No. 29, item 157)»
are exclusively cases of offences:

(1) against basic political interests of the State as stipulated in Art. 122,
128, paragrapn 1 and Art. 129 of the Penal Code, within the scope of the
cases belonging to the conpetence of courts before the day of the
declaration of martial law as well as in Art. 123, 126, 127 and 130-133 of
tha Penal Code, and in Art. 1 and 2 of the law of 29 December 1950 on the
defence of peace (Dz. U. No. 58, itam 521);

(2) against general security as stipulated in Art. 1A3 of the Penal Code;

(3) against public order as stipulated in Art. 286 of the Penal Code;
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(4) against administration of justice as stipulated in Art. 254, paragraph 1
in connection with Art. 122, 123, 124, paragraph 1 and 2 as well as
Art. 126-128, paragraph 1 of the Penal Code;

(5) against the life of nan and property as stipulated in Art. 148 and
209-211 of the Penal Code, had the perpetrator used fire-arms or an
explosive or acted in collaboration with a person who used such weapons;

(6) against the general duty to defend the State as stipulated in Art. 221-223,
226 and 227 of the law of 21 November 1967 on the general duty to defend
the Polish People's Republic (Dz. U. of 1979, No. 18, item 111).

2. During the period of the suspension of martial law, subject to extended
competences of the military courts, as mentioned in item 1, on principles as stipulated
in Art. 234 in connection with Art. 237 of the law of 21 November 19&7 on the general
duty to defend the Polish People's Republic (Dz. U. of 1979, No. 18, item 111), are
also cases involving crimes mentioned in the military section of the Penal Code
committed by people performing the duties in civil defence or in a militarized unit,
and had the militarized unit been subject to a military commander - also cases
involving other crimes committed by these persons as wall as cases involving the
offence of not reporting at the duty of civil defence or at a militarized unit,
committed by people appointed to that duty.

Chapter 3

CHANGES IN THE REGULATIONS IN FORCE

Art. 12

The following changes are introduced into the Penal Code:

(1) Art. 243 will read as follows:

Art. 243, paragraph 1 had a perpetrator of the crime as stipulated
in Art. 239, paragraph 1 notified a prosecution organ on the fact of the
crime and the circumstances of its commitment, before this organ had learned
about it, the court applies an extraordinary commutation of a sentence, or
it might even abandon its administration altogether.

§ 2. Had a perpetrator of the crime as stipulated in Art. 241, paragraph 1
or 2 in connection with Art. 239, paragraph 2 notified a prosecution organ
on the fact of a crime and the circumstances of its commitment before the
organ had learned about it or during the first interrogation at the latest
in the course of the penal proceedings revealed the truth, the court applies
an extraordinary commutation of a sentence, or it even might abandon its
administration altogether.

§ 3- Had a perpetrator of the crime as stipulated in Art. 239, paragraphs 2
and 3 or Art. 240 notified the prosecution organ on the fact of a crime and
the circumstances of its commitment, before tnat organ had learned about it,
the court may apply extraordinary commutation of a sentence, or even
abandon its administration altogether.
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§ 4- Had a perpetrator of the crime as stipulated in Art. 241,
paragraphs 1 or 2 in connection with Art. 239» paragraph 1 as well
as in Art. 241, paragraphs 3 and 4 notified a prosecution organ on
the fact of a crime and the circumstances of its commitment before
the organ had learned about it or, at the latest, during the first
interrogation in the course of penal proceedings he revealed the
truth, the court might apply extraordinary commutation of a sentence,
or it even may abandon its administration altogether.

§ 5. Regulations undsr paragraph 1-4 apply to the instigator and the
accomplica in crimes as stipulated in Art. 239 respectively.

(2) Art. 273, paragraph 2 will read as follows:

§ 2. He who in order to disseminate prepares, gathers, preserves,
transports, passes or sends a paper, printed matter, recording,
film or any other object having the content as stipulated in
Art. 27O~272 is subject to imprisonment from six months to five years.

(3) After Art. 282, a new article, Art. 282a is added which reads:

"Art. 282a. He who undertakes activity in order to breed public unrest
and riots is subject to imprisonment of up to three years."

Art. 13

In the Code of Penal Procedure, Art. 198 will read as follows:

§ 1. After instituting legal proceedings, the court or the prosecutor
might issue a decision on the accessibility to correspondence, and mail
or on recording of the contents of telephone conversations of importance
for the inquiry under way. A complaint may be lodged concerning decisions
pertaining to that question.

§ 2. The announcement of the decision to the defendant, as mentioned in
paragraph 1, may be adjourned for a definite period of time, indispensable
for the good of the case.

§ 3- Postal, telecommunication, customs offices as well as transportation
institutions are obliged to present the court or the prosecutor at their
request with letters, mail as well as recordings of telephone conversations,
as mentioned in paragraph 1: It 13 only the court or the prosecutor who
have the right to open or to order to reproduce them. A minutes is
prepared out of the course of opening a letter or mail or reproducing the
recording of a telephone conversation and on destruction of its recording.

§ 4. Objects of no importance for the penal proceedings should immediately
be returned to the relevant offices or institutions as mentioned under
paragraph 3» while tne recorded telephone conversations - should be
destroyed.

§ 5- The Minister of Justice in agreement with the Prosecutor General of
the Polish People's Republic, will define, by way of a decree, the mode
of performing, securing, storing, recording or destroying the contents of
telephone conversations.
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Chapter A

PROVISIONAL AND TINAL REGULATIONS

Art- 1/.

1. The Council of Ministers, by way 01" a decree, may in the period during the
suspension of martial law introduce specific responsibility towards people holding
managerial posts in the State administration, other State organizational entities is
well as socialized economy entities -md in State schools and scientific and research
institutions - which committed flagrant violations of the legal order or official
duties causing serious social harm.

2. Regulation under item 1 applies respectively to people who violate the legal
order or official duties causing serious social harm, who make up collegial organs
authorized to undertake decisions within the scope of State administration and
national economy.

3. The person, against whom the proceedings take place, mentioned under item 1,
is suspended in the performing of official duties or in performing functions for the
duration of the proceedings, on the basis of tne verdict of the commission on
special order proceedings.

4.. In matters of particular order responsibility verdict is pronounced:

(1) in tne first instance ~ by commissions for special order proceedings,

(2) in the second instance - by the Central Commission on Special Order
Proceedings.

5. In the proceedings in deed of particular order responsibility the following
penalties may be pronounced:

(1) warning,

(2) relegation to a lower-ranking post,

(3) demotion from the cost held or recalling fro'i the composition of the
collegial o^gan.

6. An apocal from the verdict issued by tho first instance in the proceeding in
deed of the particular order responsibility can bo made within seven days at
Central Commission on Special Order Proceedings, whoso verdicts are final.

7. Legally valid verdicts issued in the proceedings in deed of particular order
responsibility are subject, on the strength of law, to immediate execution by
comoetent organs.

8. Tho Council of Ministers, by \rr\y of a decree, defines the organization,
principles, composition and mode of establishing commissions on special order
proceedings as well ac agents acting in these proceedings, as well as principles and
mode of proceedings before commissions and the execution of their verdicts.
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Art. 15

1. Penalties, which were not fully or partially carried out before the day of
lifting martial law, dealing with crimes and offences with legal validity administered
on the basis of regulations of Art. 46-52 of the decree of 12 December 1981 on
martial law (Dz. U. No. 29, item 154 find from 1982 No. 3» item 18) or pronounced in
the course of particular proceedings introduced for the time of the duration of
martial law by the force of other statutory regulations concerning martial law, are
subject to execution.

2. In raatters involving crimes and offences as stipulated in Art. 46-52 of the
decree mentioned in item 1, instituted and not concluded by a legally valid verdict
till the day of lifting martial law, these regulations are applicable while penalties
administered on their basis are subject to execution.

Art. 16

1. Cases not concluded till the day of lifting martial law involving crimes, which
stopped being subject to summary proceedings, are furtherly carried out in the course
of normal procedure before the hitherto relevant organ; trial procedures taken before
that day are efficient, provided they were not performed in accordance with the
regulations in force.

2. The regulation of item 1 applies respectively to unfinished cases by the day
of lifting martial lav?.

Art. 17

1. Cases involving crimes which by the day of lifting martial law stopped being
subject to the extended competences of military courts, are under way till the time
of validation of the verdict before the hitherto competent organ.

2. However, the competent military court, at its own initiative or on the motion
of the defendant or the military prosecutor, may relegate the case to the competence
of the court of law, provided the weal of the administration of justice does not
obstruct it. In such case the proceedings before the court of a given degree are
started anew.

J. The regulation of item 2 applies respectively to preparatory proceedings which
are furtherly carried out according to general principles.

4. Regulations of Art. 25, paragraph 3 and Art. 29 of the Code of Penal Procedure
apply respectively.

Art. 13

Suspension of martial law does not violate the regulations on martial law
contained in the law of 21 November 1967 on general duty to defend the Polish People's
Republic. (Dz. U. of 1979, No. 18, item 111.)

Art. 19

The decisions as well as other individual legal decisions issued on the basis
of regulations binding during martial law are legally valid on general principles.

Art. 20

The law takes effect on the day of its declaration.
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RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF STATE

of 19 December 1982 on the Suspension of Martial Law

Under ^rt. la % 1 and 3 of the lew of 25 January 1952 on special legal
regulations in the period of inartial law (Dz. U. No. 3, item 18 and No. 41,
item 272), the Council of State, on the motion of the Council of Ministers,
resolves as follows:

Paragraph 1

Martial law, declared witn a view to the security of the State by force
of the decree of the Council of State of 12 December 1981 (Dz. U. No. 29,
item 155), is suspended as of 31 December 1932 on the entire territory of the
Polish People's Republic.

Paragraph 2

The resolution takes effect on the day of its adoption.

Chairman of the Council of State

HENRYK JAbLONSKI
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ANNEX V

ATTACHMENT TO NOTE VERBALE DATED 21 DECEMBER 1982 FROM THE
PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF POLAND TO THE UNITED NATIONS

ADDRESSED TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

New York, 21 December 1982

PRO MEMORIA

1. On 18 December 1982, the Diet (Seym) of the Polish People's Republic enacted
two laws concerning legal regulation in tine 0.? martial law and its suspension. By
their terms, on 19 December, 1982 the Council of State resolved to suspend martial
law on the entire territory of the Polish People's Republic as of 31 December 1982.

2. The suspension of martial law is a political act of outstanding significance.
The overwhelming majority of rigours and restrictions provided for in martial law
legislation shall no longer be in force. This includes in particular;

(a) A complete lifting of internment, which amounts to the release of all
persons interned and revoking the authority o-f lav-enforcement organs to apply the
measure 5

(b) Far-reaching limitation of emergency procedures and the competence of
military courts with respect to civilians. Emergency procedures shall no longer
apply to offences against State's basic political interests, public safety and public
order and activities of public officials. Military court?;' jurisdiction shall no
longer apply, _inter alia, to the offence of assault on public officials while
performing their duty functions;

(c) Lifting restrictions in freedom of movement and the requirement to obtain
special permits for the organization an^ holding of assemblies, artistic, entertainment
and sports events and public fund collects on;

(d) Lifting militarisation of State-owned enterprises, previously militarized
to ensure basic production and services, nsco&aary for the functioning of the economy;

(e) Restoring tho right to strike ?nd protest actions,, held in accordance with
the relevant provisions of the laws in force, including the law on trade unions;

(f) Restoring the right of association with regard to associations, unions,
civic and trade organisations, which \ill be resuming their activity within
individually specified periods of time, no longer than six months;

(g) Abolishing censorship of mail, teleccmmvnicgoions and monitoring telephone
conversations;

(h) Restoring, within no more than *three months, the functioning of workers
self-government in State enterprises?

(i) Lifting ban on photo, film aix? video picture-taking as well as on wearing
specific uniforms and badges.
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3. In addition, it is expected that as an act of the authorities goodwill, the
Council of State will pass a decision on special procedures with respect to pardoning
offences committed in social conflicts out of political motivations. The pardoning
procedures shall be based upon the following principles;

- the act of pardon shall apply to a, wide range of crimes and offences specified
both in the decree on martial law and in the penal code (e.g. those directed
against the activities of State and public institutions or against public order),

- the act of pardon shall consist in the conditional release from serving the
remainder of the sentence or in its conditional suspension,

- applications for pardon may be submitted to the Council of State directly by the
person concerned, his or her family, the attorney, work-mates or a civic
organization,

- special circumstances in which to grant a pardon shall include family, social
and humanitarian considerations, and in particular age, upkeep of minors, grave
illness of a nearest of a kin, as well as a commendation from neighbourhood
associations, employer or school, and finally, good conduct during the prison
term.

4. The decisions in question constitute a reaffirmation of the consistent
implementation of the pledge that temporary derogations would not be in force a
moment longer than required by the supreme national interest and the purpose of their
introduction, which was to reverse an exceptionally serious, public emergency
threatening the life of the nation. It will be recalled that the decisions had been
preceded by measures with a view to systematically easing the rigours of martial law.

5. The authorities of the Polish People's Republic shall continue all efforts aimed
at lifting, as soon as possible, the remaining restrictions, until they are
ultimately terminated. Their temporary retention has been effected by the
indispensability of ensuring to the extent necessary, legal measures to safeguard
State's basic interests and those of its national economy.

Apart from prospects for termination of martial law, the Council of State has
been empowered to suspend application to the rigours of nartial law still in force.

6. The suspension of martial law is a part of the process of normalization that had
begun at a much earlier time, certain rigours, as for instance the curfew or their
restrictions in the freedom of movement, had not been resorted to for many months.
There had also been a gradual easing of restrictions not regulated directly in the
decree on martial law (e.g. foreign travel).

7. Intensive efforts are being made with a view to cresting conditions favouring
national accord, economic reconstruction and revitalization as well as ensuring the
irreversibility of the policy of refoms and social renewal. The process of
erecting institutional foundations for national accord has commenced. The
Provisional National Council of the Patriotic Movement for National Renewal has been
formed and held its first session.

8. The authorities of the Polish People's Republic are well aware that Poland
would have been much further on its way to termination of martial law, were it not
for the policy of illegal sanctions, including economic sanctions, pursued by certain
Western States, as well as a propaganda offensive directed against normalization of
Poland's social and economic life.


